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Abstract
Many ethnically diverse countries have policies that encourage integration across eth-
nic groups. This dissertation investigates the impact and welfare implications of a
residential desegregation policy in Singapore, the ethnic housing quotas. I employ
both reduced form and structural form methods. In Chapter 1, I use regression dis-
continuity analysis to estimate the impact of the quota on prices, quantity and quality
of units sold. Because an individual's decision on where to locate affects ethnic dis-
tributions in aggregate, these externalities suggest that any decentralized equilibrium
may not be optimal. To find the first best, just using housing prices is not sufficient
because prices do not internalize the externalities. We need to know the shapes of
household's preferences. In chapter 2, I use a structural demand estimation frame-
work to estimate taste for living with own ethnic group neighbors. Finally, using
these preference estimates, I simulate the first best equilibrium and compare it to the
existing equilibrium with quotas.
I find that all quotas have significant negative impact on the proportion of units
sold at the quota cutoffs. Malay-constrained units are 5% cheaper perhaps because
the units sold are also of lower quality. The impact on the price and quality of
Chinese- and Indian-constrained units are opposite. Chinese-constrained units are
7% more expensive even though the units sold are of significantly worse quality.
Indian-constrained units are 2% cheaper even though the units sold are of a higher
quality.
Using the structural estimation framework in Chapter 2, I find that all groups
have strong preferences to live with at least some other members of their ethnic
group. However, the shapes of preferences differ significantly across groups. The
majority (the Chinese) exhibit preferences that are inverted U-shaped so that after
a neighborhood reaches 43% Chinese, they would rather add a new neighbor from
the other group. I find similar evidence for the Indians but not for the Malays.
My simulations show that the first best has fewer Chinese- and Indian-segregated
neighborhoods but more Malay-segregated neighborhoods compared to the existing
equilibrium with the quotas. Comparing data from 3 segregated towns before the
quota, I find that after 10 years since the introduction of the quota, the decentralized
equilibrium had moved the Malay and Indian proportions significantly closer to first
best.
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Introduction
Many ethnically diverse countries have policies that encourage integration across eth-
nic groups. In Chicago, the Gautreaux program (the predecessor of the Moving
Towards Opportunity program) encouraged residential desegregation using housing
vouchers (Jennan, 2000). In the Netherlands, amounts explicitly earmarked for "in-
tegration" in the governments' budgets increased from 9 million euros in 1970 to 1.1
billion euros in 2003 (Commissie Blok, 2004). This dissertation investigates the im-
pact and welfare implications of a residential desegregation policy in Singapore, the
ethnic housing quotas.
Since Schelling's pioneering work on the theory of segregation, (see Schelling 1969,
1971), the empirical side has received little attention until recently (see Card, Mas and
Rothstein, 2008, Bayer, Ferreira and McMillan, 2008). Theoretical models, such as
Schelling's, demonstrate the market failure due to externalities. An individual's deci-
sion of where to locate affects ethnic distributions, in aggregate. Assuming households
care about ethnicities of their neighbors, externalities provide an economic rationale
for public policies such as housing quotas. In fact, Schelling (1971) conjectured that
ethnic housing quotas could be a useful policy tool to encourage residential desegre-
gation. My dissertation is an empirical investigation of this conjecture.
I employ both reduced form and structural form methods to measure the welfare
consequences of the ethnic housing quotas in Singapore. In Chapter 1, I use regres-
sion discontinuity analysis to estimate the impact of the quota on prices, quantity and
quality of units sold. Externalities suggest that any decentralized equilibrium may
not be optimal. To find the first best, we need to know the shapes of household's
preferences. In chapter 2, I use a structural demand estimation framework to esti-
mate taste for living with own ethnic group neighbors. Finally, using the preference
estimates from chapter 2, I simulate the first best equilibrium and compare it to the
existing equilibrium with quotas.
The ethnic housing quotas in Singapore were introduced in 1989 to encourage
residential integration amongst the three major ethnic groups in Singapore - Chinese
(77%), Malays (14%) and Indians (8%) (Singapore Census, 2000). The policy is a set
of upper bounds on block level and neighborhood level ethnic proportions. In practice,
the Housing Development Board (HDB) did not want to evict owners in units that
were in violation of the quotas. To this day, there exist units above the upper bound.
Any transactions that forced these blocks and neighborhoods farther above the upper
bound, however, would be barred. For example, when Chinese quotas are binding,
non-Chinese sellers cannot sell to Chinese buyers because this transaction increases
the Chinese proportion farther above the Chinese quota.
In chapter 1, I use a regression discontinuity framework to estimate the impact
of the ethnic quotas on the price, quantity and quality of units sold. I find that
all quotas significantly decrease the proportion of units sold at the quota cutoffs.
Malay-constrained units are 5% cheaper perhaps because the units sold are also of
lower quality. The impact on the price and quality of Chinese- and Indian-constrained
units are opposite. Chinese-constrained units are 7% more expensive even though the
units sold are of significantly worse quality. Indian-constrained units are 2% cheaper
even though the units sold are of a higher quality.
In chapter 2, I estimate the taste for living with own ethnic group neighbors by
combining policy induced variation akin to the regression discontinuity identification
strategy with a structural demand estimation framework a la Berry, Levinsohn, and
Pakes (1995). I find that all groups have strong preferences to live with at least
some other members of their ethnic group. However, the shapes of preferences differ
significantly across groups. The majority (the Chinese) exhibit preferences that are
inverted U-shaped so that after a neighborhood reaches 43% Chinese, they would
rather add a new neighbor from the other group. I do not find evidence of such
preferences for the Malays.
In chapter 3, I build on previous chapters and answer two questions: What does
the first best look like and how close does the quota get us to the first best? I use
the preference estimates from the previous chapter to simulate the first best equilib-
rium. Because of externalities, the decentralized equilibrium is not necessarily the
first best. In a competitive equilibrium, the results from chapter 2 suggest that, the
average Chinese could have preferences for mixed neighborhoods while the average
Malay prefers Malay neighborhoods over mixed neighborhoods. By contrast, the so-
cial planner may want to move some Malays into Chinese neighborhoods to have more
mixed neighborhoods. While this is not the utility-maximizing choice of individual
Malay households, this cost to them has to be balanced against the benefit from pro-
viding more diversity for the Chinese. I find that the first best has fewer Chinese- and
Indian-segregated neighborhoods but more Malay-segregated neighborhoods. Com-
paring data from 3 segregated towns before the quota, I find that after 10 years since
the introduction of the quota, the decentralized equilibrium had moved the Malay
and Indian proportions significantly closer to first best.

Chapter 1
Estimating the Impact of the
Ethnic Housing Quotas in
Singapore
1.1 Introduction
Many countries have policies that encourage integration across groups of individuals,
be it gender groups, ethnic groups or immigrants. In the Netherlands, amounts
explicitly earmarked for "integration" in the governments' budgets increased from 9
million euros in 1970 to 1.1 billion euros in 2003 (Commissie Blok, 2004). Many of
these desegregation policies take the form of quotas, such as affirmative action quotas
for university admissions in Malaysia, hiring quotas in the US police force and quotas
on immigrants. This paper studies the impact of a quota policy aimed at residential
desegregation in Singapore, the Ethnic Integration Policy.
Since Schelling's pioneering work on the theory of segregation, (see Schelling 1969,
1971), the empirical side has received little attention until recently (see Card, Mas and
Rothstein, 2008, Bayer, Ferreira and McMillan, 2008). Theoretical models, such as
Schelling's, demonstrate the market failure due to externalities. An individual's deci-
sion of where to locate affects ethnic distributions, in aggregate. Assuming households
care about ethnicities of their neighbors, externalities provide an economic rationale
for public policies such as housing quotas. In fact, Schelling (1971) conjectured that
ethnic housing quotas could be a useful policy tool to encourage residential desegre-
gation. This paper is the first step in analyzing this conjecture. I first estimate the
impact of the quotas on the housing market in Singapore. In Chapters 2 and 3, I
study the welfare implications of the quotas.
The Ethnic Integration Policy was introduced in 1989 to encourage residential
integration amongst the three major ethnic groups in Singapore Chinese (77%),
Malays (14%) and Indians (8%) (Singapore Census, 2000). The policy is a set of
upper bounds on block level and neighborhood level ethnic proportions. In practice,
the Housing Development Board (HDB) did not want to evict owners in flats that
were in violation of the quotas. To this day, there exist flats above the upper bound.
Any transactions that forced these blocks and neighborhoods farther above the upper
bound, however, would be barred. For example, when Chinese quotas are binding,
non-Chinese sellers cannot sell to Chinese buyers because this transaction increases
the Chinese proportion farther above the Chinese quota. In this way, the quotas
work very much like price discrimination. When the Chinese quota binds, the quotas
prevent non-Chinese sellers from arbitraging price differences across Chinese and non-
Chinese buyers. Thus, prices are allowed to differ across Chinese and non-Chinese
buyers when the Chinese quota binds.
What is the impact of the quotas on the housing market? A priori, one may
expect no difference in characteristics between constrained and unconstrained units
that are very close to the quota. If a unit is E% above the quota (constrained), would
buyers be willing to pay a higher price for those units? Why not buy similar units
that are E% below the quota and cheaper? Below, I provide a theoretical framework
to understand the implications of the quota. Then, I use a regression discontinuity
design to test for discontinuities in the price, quantity and quality of units sold, at
the quota.
One limitation of studies on desegregation policies is a lack of information on
ethnic proportions at a very fine geographic level. To obtain ethnic proportions
at the apartment block level, I hand-matched 589,000 names to ethnicities using
the Singapore Residential Phonebook. I combined this data with data on monthly
transactions downloaded from the HDB website. Finally, I purchased data on the
characteristics of apartment blocks from the HDB.
I find that all quotas significantly decrease the proportion of units sold. Malay-
constrained units are 5% cheaper perhaps because the units sold are also of lower
quality. The impact on the price and quality of Chinese- and Indian-constrained
units are opposite. Chinese-constrained units are 7% more expensive even though
the units sold are of significantly worse quality. Indian-constrained units are 2%
cheaper even though the units sold are of a higher quality.
Below, I discuss the background of the policy (Section 2), provide a theoretical
framework to analyze the impact of the quota (Section 3), describe the data (Section
4), discuss estimation (Section 5) and the results (Section 6).
1.2 Background
Singapore is a multi-ethnic country with a population of 4.5 million (Singapore De-
partment of Statistics, 2006). The three major ethnic groups are the Chinese (77%),
the Malays (14%) and the Indians (8%). These three groups are very different along
many dimensions. The Chinese have the highest median monthly income (S$2335),
followed by the Indians (S$2167) and the Malays (S$1790). Although the median
Malay household is poorest, the income distribution of the Indians have a longer left
tail (more Indians are very poor). Also, the ownership rate in public housing is the
lowest amongst the Indians because most of them are renters. The household size
is also very different with Chinese families being the smallest, on average (Singa-
pore Census, 2000). Forty-three percent of Malay households have 5 or more family
members while only 24% and 26% of Chinese and Indian households have such large
families (HDB, 2000)
Public housing is the most popular choice of housing in Singapore with 82% of
the resident population living in public housing (HDB, 2006). The flats are built and
managed by the Housing Development Board (HDB). There are three ways Singapore
residents can live in a HDB flat. They may apply through the primary allocation
system for new HDB flats, they may purchase existing HDB flats in the resale market
or they may rent. The rental market is negligible: 98% percent of the HDB flats
are owner-occupied (HDB, 2006). This paper focuses on the resale market which is
the relevant market for the ethnic quotas. Relative to the primary market which is
heavily regulated, the resale market functions as an open market.
Public housing was first built in Singapore in 1960 to solve the young nation's
housing crisis (HDB website). To cater to the different needs of households, HDB
designed and built 8 flat types. Type 1 was a studio, Type 2 meant a 1-bedroom
flat, Type 3 was a 2-bedroom flat. Types 4 to 6 all have 3 bedrooms, but the higher
types have extra living and/or dining areas. The remainder 2 types are called HUDC
and multi-generation units. These tend to be larger units but HDB built very few of
them. The most popular flats are type 3 to 6. Apart from the number of rooms, the
layout and size in public housing flats are pretty homogenous.
To understand the ethnic quotas, it is important to understand the geography of
housing markets in Singapore. The smallest spatial unit is an HDB flat A group of
HDB flats constitute an HDB block A group of HDB blocks make up a neighborhood.
An HDB block is comparable to a US Census block group, with an average of 70
households. An HDB neighborhood is comparable to a US Census tract, comprising
an average of 60 HDB blocks.
The government of Singapore introduced the Ethnic Integration Policy to address
the "problem" of the increase in the "concentrations of racial groups" in HDB estates
(Parliamentary debate, 1989). The policy was announced in a parliamentary debate
on February 16, 1989 and implemented starting March 1, 1989. The Policy is a
set of quotas at the block and neighborhood level. Table 1.1 lists the quotas, in
comparison to the 2000 national ethnic proportions. Neighborhood quotas are 2%
to 8% above national ethnic proportions. Block quotas are 3% above neighborhood
quotas, allowing more flexibility at the block level (blocks can be more segregated
than neighborhoods). Notice that the Indian neighborhood quotas are only 2% above
the national proportion. Consequently, the Indian quotas are more likely to bind.
In my sample, 11% of observations have Chinese- and Malay-constrained units but
21% of the observations are Indian-constrained. In practice, the HDB did not want
to evict owners in existing flats that were in violation of the quotas. To this day,
there exist blocks and neighborhoods above the quota.
The quotas are upper bounds on ethnic proportions to prevent HDB communities
that are already segregated from becoming more segregated. Once a community hits
the upper bound, transactions that make the community more segregated will be
blocked. However, other transactions will be allowed. In particular, transactions
involving buyers and sellers from the same ethnicity will always be allowed because
this does not increase the ethnic proportion. As an example, Table 1.1 shows that
the Chinese block quota is set at 87%. Once Chinese make up more than 87% of
the block, Chinese buyers can no longer buy from non-Chinese sellers because this
increases the proportion of Chinese in that block farther above the quota. Table 1.2
lists the types of transactions barred by each ethnic quota. The important thing to
remember is that the ethnicity of the buyer and seller is key. Once a Chinese quota
binds, Chinese buyers and non-Chinese sellers are the ones affected. Similarly for
Malay and Indian quotas. This restriction prevents arbitrage and thus allows prices
1In the parliamentary debates (1989), it was suggested that the quotas were chosen based on the
ethnic proportions of buyers in the resale market. Whilst the Indians make up 8% of the population,
very few were active in the resale market. Many Indians in public housing were either renters or
buyers in the primary market. This is why the percent of Indians allowed at the neighborhood level
is only 2% higher than the current national proportion of Indians.
to differ across groups in equilibrium, very much like price discrimination.
1.3 Theoretical Framework
In this section, I adopt the hedonic framework from Rosen (1974) to illustrate how the
policy works and how it could impact prices at the quota. I first set up the hedonic
framework for the case without quotas, then, I consider what happens with Chinese
quotas. The cases for Malay and Indian quotas are similar.
Buyers
Each buyer purchases one unit of a product with n characteristics (Zi, ..., zn).
Write the utility function as U (x, Zl, ..., zn) assumed strictly concave, where x is all
other goods consumed. Set the price of x equal to 1 and measure income, y, in terms
of x. The buyer chooses x and (z, ..., Zn) to maximize utility subject to a nonlinear
budget constraint, y =x + p(z). Defind a bid function, 0 (z; u, y) according to
Ui (y - 0, Z1, ..., X) = U (1.1)
The bid function, 0 (.) represents the expenditure the buyer is willing to pay for
different models of the product (alternative values of z's), given income y, to achieve
utility u.
Figure 1.1a illustrates some of these "indifference surfaces" that have been pro-
jected onto the 0 - zi plane cut at the optimal chosen values of the other character-
istics, (zr, ..., z *). The curve, 0 (u *), is a Chinese buyer's bid function. It represents
the Chinese buyer's willingness to pay for alternative values of z1, given income y,
to achieve utility u*, holding all other characteristics at the optimum values (For
simplicity, the bid function, 0C (z, z,...,z;u*,y) is abbreviated as 90 (u*) in the
figure). Each buyer has a family of indifference surfaces. For example, 0C (u*) and
0C (u are 2 bid functions for the same Chinese buyer, corresponding to utility u*
and u' respectively, where u* > u' (a higher bid function corresponds to lower utility
because the buyer has to pay more for the same level of z1). ONC (u*) represents
a non-Chinese buyer's bid function. The hedonic price function is the darker line,
p( z, z , ..., z*). It represents the minimum price a buyer must pay in the market.
The consumer picks the highest utility subject to the non-linear budget constraint,
y = x + p (z). One dimension of consumer equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 1.1a,
where 0C (u*) is tangent to p (z). 2
2The tangency between the bid function, 0 (.), and the hedonic price function, p (z), is some-
Sellers
The case for the seller is analogous. A seller wants to sell 1 unit of a product. He
chooses the characteristics (z1, ..., z ) to maximize profits, ir = p (z) - ci (z, 0), where
c(.) is a strictly convex cost function with the cost-shift parameter, 3 representing
variables in the cost minimization problem, such as factor prices and production
function parameters. Define an offer funcion, (zl, ..., z,; r, 0), to be the price a
seller is willing to accept for various models of the product, given cost parameter /,
to achieve profit ir.
Figure 1.lb illustrates a few of these "isoprofit surfaces" projected onto the ¢ -Zl
plane. ONC (7r*) and NC (7') are two members of a family of these surfaces for a non-
Chinese seller where 7r* > r' because a lower offer function means the seller accepts
a lower price for the same level of zl. 0c (7r*) is an offer function for a Chinese
seller. The darker line, p (z), is the maximum price obtainable for each model (each
combination of z's) in the market. One producer equilibrium is illustrated in Figure
1.1b where dNC (ir*) is tangent to p (z) (this is the highest profit attainable given the
market prices).
Market equilibrium
Figure 1. 1c illustrates a market equilibrium where buyers and sellers are perfectly
matched. Each point on the hedonic price function, p (z), is both tangent to the offer
function and the bid function. In the case shown, a non-Chinese seller is matched to
a Chinese buyer (1NC (r*) is tangent to 9C (u*)) at zl*.
With Chinese Block Quotas
Let zl represent the percent of Chinese in a block and let z* be 87% (the Chinese
block quota). Figure 1.2 illustrates what happens with Chinese block quotas. Units
with 2m to the left of the vertical line are unconstrained and units with zi to the right
of the vertical line are constrained. Recall when the Chinese quota binds, non-Chinese
sellers cannot sell to Chinese buyers. In this case, the match between the grey offer
function and the grey bid function are not allowed (eNC (r*) and F (u*)).
To understand the ethnic housing quotas, the ethnicity of the buyer and the seller
are crucial. When the Chinese quota binds, the Chinese buyer and the non-Chinese
seller are both affected. Figure 1.2a shows what happens to a Chinese buyer who
wants to buy a Chinese-constrained unit. Figure 1.2b shows what happens to a
non-Chinese seller who owns a Chinese-constrained unit. Figure 1.2c combines both
pictures.
what analogous to the tangency between the indifference curve and the budget constraint in the
homogenous goods case. Except, here, the budget constraint is non-linear.
Consider a Chinese buyer (0c ) who wants to buy a Chinese-constrained unit (Fig-
ure 1.2a). He can only buy from a Chinese seller. One possible equilibrium is il-
lustrated, where 0C (u') is matched with 
€C (ir*). The Chinese buyer incurs a lower
level of utility, u', because of the Chinese quotas since he has to pay a higher price,
OC (z*, 7r*) (the lower price offered without the quotas, oNc (z*, ir*), is not available
to the Chinese buyer anymore because he cannot buy from the non-Chinese seller,
NC). In this example, the price the Chinese buyer has to pay, PC (z), to buy a unit
in a block with 87% Chinese is a discrete jump upwards, compared to a unit in a
block with (87 - E) % Chinese. I discuss this discontinuity in prices below.
Figure 1.2b illustrates the case for the non-Chinese seller (WNC) in a Chinese-
constrained unit. He can no longer sell to a Chinese buyer (the match between the
grey bid and offer functions are not allowed). To sell his unit, one possibility is to
sell to a non-Chinese buyer (NC ( 7) matched to 9 NC (u*)) and incur a lower level of
profit, 7r' (since he is paid a lower price then ONC (z1*, 7r*)). In this example, the price
of units owned by non-Chinese sellers, PNC (Z), jumps discretely downwards when
the Chinese quota binds.
Figure 1.2c demonstrates the sense in which the ethnic housing quotas work like
price discrimination. When the Chinese quota binds, the Chinese buyers face a neg-
ative supply shock because they cannot buy from non-Chinese sellers (PC jumps up)
while the non-Chinese sellers face a negative demand shock because they cannot sell
to Chinese buyers (PNc jumps down). When the Chinese quota binds, it is possible
for prices to differ across ethnic groups because the quota prevents non-Chinese sell-
ers from arbitraging price differences across ethnic groups (non-Chinese sellers cannot
sell to Chinese buyers even though Chinese buyers are willing to pay a higher price
than non-Chinese buyers).
Can we have discontinuities in prices at the quota?
A priori, one may not expect discontinuities in prices at the quota. If prices of a
constrained unit jumped upwards at the quota (as in Figure 1.2a), would a Chinese
buyer be willing to pay this premium to live just e% above the quota? For units
that are above the quota, consider the Chinese offer function, qc (7r*), in Figure
1.2a. If markets are truly competitive (there exists other Chinese sellers who own
units with the characteristics (z*, ..., z*)), one of them could undercut the higher
price, qc (z*, lr*) and capture the entire market. For units right below the quota, if
Chinese sellers knew that once the quota binds, there is a premium for their units,
the probability of capturing this premium should already be priced into units that
are e% below the quota. In this case, prices should gradually increase as the percent
of Chinese approaches 87% rather than a discrete jump upwards in prices at 87%.
Equivalently, if prices jumped downwards at the quota (as in Figure 1.2b) and non-
Chinese sellers are forced to sell to non-Chinese buyers at a low price, NC (z*, 7e) =
ONG (zl, u*), would a non-Chinese seller be willing to accept a cut in prices? If mar-
kets were competitive (there exists other non-Chinese buyers who want units with
characteristics (z*, ..., z,*), a non-Chinese buyer would outbid the price, 9NC (z, u*)
and buy the unit. For units that are right below the quota, if non-Chinese buyers
recognize that once the quota binds, there is a discrete downward jump in prices,
this positive probability of the quota binding should be priced into units that are e%
below the quota. Hence, prices should gradually decrease as the percent of Chinese
approaches 87%.
Based on the discussion above, there could be two reasons for discontinuities in
prices at the quota: heterogenous goods and myopia. Consider Figure 1.2a again. In
a market of heterogenous goods, the Chinese buyer who has chosen a unit is willing
to pay a premium of 0' (zl, d) - 0c (z, u*) because there are no unconstrained units
that are exactly the same. Secondly, because of myopia, the Chinese who owns the
unit right below the quota may not completely account for the probability his unit
may become constrained and thus, enjoy a premium. This myopic behavior could
explain why prices jump up instead of increasing gradually as the percent of Chinese
approaches 87%. The discussion for Figure 1.2b is similar.
1.4 Data
I collected data on 35,718 actual transaction prices from the HDB website between
April 2004 and November 2006. These are actual transaction prices, not imputed
rents. From the same website, I downloaded monthly data on the quota status of
apartment blocks, between March 2003 and October 2006. I match the quota status
of the previous month to each transaction.3
I obtained data on the block level ethnic proportions (the key running variable in
the regression discontinuity design), by hand matching more than 589,000 names to
ethnicities using differences in the structure of Chinese, Malay and Indian names.4
For example, most Chinese names only have 2 or 3 words and they also have very
distinct last names (eg. Tan, Wong, Ng); Malay names are primarily Muslim names
31 repeated the analysis with a 3-month lag, instead of a 1-month lag and the main results are
similar.
4In Singapore, a person's ethnicity and last name are determined by the father's ethnicity. This
is recorded in the identity card and birth certificate.
since 100% of Malays in Singapore are Muslims (Singapore Census, 2000); Indian
names are matched according to popular first and last names. In my experience,
Indian and Malay names are the hardest to distinguish because there are 26% of
Indians in Singapore who are Muslims and could adopt Arabic names, like Malays
do (Singapore Census, 2000). As a check, my measure of ethnicity using names
generates 78% "Chinese", 14% "Malays" and 8% "Indians", almost identical to the
actual national proportions from the 2000 Census.
I have two datasets describing the distribution of housing by flat type. The first
is a non-public dataset purchased from HDB which lists the number of each type of
flat in all HDB blocks. The second dataset lists the type of flat sold (downloaded
monthly from the HDB website on resale transactions).
Table 1.3 lists the summary statistics of the full dataset. There are 8,067 blocks
and 35,718 resale transactions. The Chinese and Malay quotas bind for one-tenth of
the sample and the Indian quotas bind for one-fifth of the sample.
The dataset is a combination of flow variables (monthly quota dummies and
monthly transaction prices downloaded from the HDB website) as well as stock vari-
ables (ethnic proportions from the phonebook and types of flats in each block pur-
chased from the HDB). I do not observe the ethnicity of the buyer and the seller
which is important because they determine whether a transaction is allowed (for ex-
ample, transactions of quota-constrained units involving buyers and sellers of the
same ethnicity are always allowed).
1.5 Estimation
In this section, I analyze the effect of the quota on housing prices using a regression
discontinuity approach (Angrist and Lavy, 1999, Hahn, Todd and Van der Klauw,
2001, Imbens and Lemieux, 2008). The regression discontinuity method relies on the
step function of the quota status where units are unconstrained (the quota status is
0) below the upper bound on ethnic proportions and units are constrained (the quota
status is 1) above the upper bound. The challenge in identifying the treatment effect
is omitted variables. Even if the price effect of the Chinese quota was zero, the price
of constrained units could be higher than the price of unconstrained units because
areas with more Chinese amenities tend to attract more Chinese and are hence, more
likely to be Chinese-constrained.
The regression discontinuity approach is to compare units right above and right
below the quota. The treatment effect of the quotas is identified close enough to
the discontinuity (the upper bound), assuming omitted variables are similar right
above and right below the upper bound. For example, this assumes that the number
of Chinese temples could be different above and below the upper bound, thereby
generating price differences even absent the quota effect. But, the number of Chinese
temples does not change discontinuously at the Chinese quota. If this assumption
holds, comparing units right above and right below the quota offers one way to address
the omitted variable problem. In practice, when the quotas started, the Housing
Development Board (HDB) did not want to evict households from constrained areas.
Hence, to this day, I still observe households above the quotas.
I estimate four sets of equations. Each is essentially regressing outcome variable(s)
on a dummy for whether a quota is binding, controlling for smooth functions of ethnic
proportions. I restrict my analysis to observations within 10% of the Chinese, Malay
and Indian quotas respectively. The first three equations are at the month-block level
and the final equation is at the block level. Recall that the dataset is comprised of
flow and stock variables. All variables describing actual transctions (price, quality
of units sold, quota dummies) are at the month-block level while all other variables
(ethnic proportions, number of each flat type in a block) are stock variables. The
first equation tests if there is in fact a step function in the probability of the quota
binding.
4
QCbit = + /31 (percentCbi _ 0.87) + Z k (percentCbi -0. 87) k  (1.2)
k=1
4
+ E 11 (percentCbi > 0.87) * (percentCbi - 0.87)k + Ebit
k=1
where QCbit is a dummy for whether the (C)hinese quotas are binding for flats in
block b, town i and month t (this is the assignment dummy obtained directly from
the HDB data on quotas), 1 (percentCb > 0.87) is a dummy for whether the per-
cent of Chinese (data from the phonebook) is at or above the Chinese quota (87%),
(percentCbi - 0.87)k are kth order polynomials of the percent of Chinese, centered
around the block quota.5 The coefficient of interest is 0, which represents the mag-
nitude of the discontinuity at the quota.
The following 2 equations use the assignment dummy from HDB data (QCbit) as
5The running variable is centred around the relevant quota (the running variable is
percent of Chinese in a block - 0.87) because I estimate two polynomials separately on the
left and right of the quota. This ensures that the coefficient on the quota dummy represents the
jump at the quota.
the key independent variable. Equation (1.3) only controls for smooth functions of the
running variable, while equation (1.4) controls for other observable characteristics:
4
bit = c~ + 0 QQt + E ,k (percentCbi - 0.8 7 )k (1.3)
k=1
4
+ %QCbit * (percent i - 0.8 7)k + it
k=1
4
it = C' + QCbit + E (percentCbi - 0. 87 )k (1.4)
k=1
4
+ kQCbi * (pecentCb - 0 .87 )k + Bb + t + i + Ebit
k=1
where Ybit is the outcome variable for flats in block b, town i and month t; B represents
other observable characteristics of the block (age of building, proportion of type 1 flats,
type 2 flats etc.); rt and w are month and town fixed effects. The standard errors in
the second equation are clustered at the town level.
The fourth and final equation is aggregated to the block level:
4
Ybi = a+ P percent Q bj + E tkpercentC" + Bbi 6 + Wi + bi (1.5)
k=1
where percent QCbi is the proportion of months the Chinese quota is binding. For
this analysis, I use observations within 10% of the quota but I do not control for
smooth functions of polynomials separately on the right and left of the quota because
I have aggregated the quota dummies (QCbit) across months (my key regressor is not
a dummy anymore).
I analyze three sets of outcomes. First, I test for differences in observable charac-
teristics at the quota. Then, I test for discontinuities in the probability of the quota
binding. The final set of regressions looks at the effect of the quota on proportion of
units sold, price and quality of units sold.
I assume that the policy rule is perfectly enforced. Since these are public housing
flats, all resale transactions need to be approved by the HDB. Part of the approval
process involves checking that buyers and sellers of a transaction do not violate the
ethnic quota rule.
1.6 Results
Figure 1.3 summarizes results from the estimation of equation (1.2) using observations
within 10% of the quota. The dependent variable is a dummy for whether the quota is
binding for block b in month t (this is actual quota data downloaded monthly from the
HDB website). The main regressors are 4th order polynomials of ethnic proportions
for block b and a dummy that is 1 when the ethnic proportion is above the quota
(calculated using annual data from the phonebook). There is a discontinuity in the
probability that each quota binds. The probability that the quota binds is positive
even below the quota because of time series variation, a block can bind for a few
months even though its annual ethnic proportion (a stock variable) is below the
quota.
Table 1.4 reports results from a seemingly unrelated regression, with a system of
outcome variables using equation (1.3). The outcome variables areproportion type 3, ...,
proportion type 6 flats in each block.6 Columns 1, 3 and 5 report results using all
blocks that are within 10% of the Chinese, Malay and Indian quotas respectively.
Columns 2, 4 and 6 report results using only blocks that were built before the policy
started in 1989. The estimates show that the supply of flat types in Chinese- and
Indian-constrained blocks are significantly different from unconstrained blocks but
not so for blocks close to the Malay quota. These differences for Chinese and Indian
blocks persisted since before the quota was introduced in 1989 because the estimates
do not appear to be very different comparing columns 1 and 5 against columns 2 and
6. Chinese-constrained blocks have more type 3, type 4 and type 5 flats but fewer
type 6 flats (all significant at 1%). Blocks close to the Malay quota are quite simi-
lar above and below the quota. Blocks close to the Indian quota have significantly
more type 4 and type 6 flats, but significantly fewer type 3 flats. Whenever possible,
I show estimates with and without controlling for these observable characteristics.
Most findings are robust to the inclusion of these controls.
Tables 1.5 and 1.6 report results on price and quality. I use flat types as a measure
of quality, where the dependent variable is an integer between 1 and 8 (there are 8
flat types). A higher number indicates a better flat type. Chinese-constrained units
are 7% more expensive even though they are of a worse flat type. Malay-constrained
units are 5% cheaper, perhaps because they tend to be of a worse flat type. Indian-
constrained units are also cheaper (by 2%) even though the units sold tend to be of
6 There are 8 types of flats. Higher types are more expensive. I only used 4 types in the regression
because there are too few type 1, type 2, type 7 and type 8 flats in the resale market.
higher quality. Figures 1.4 and 1.5 show these results on price and quality.
Table 1.7 reports results of the quota impact on the proportion of units sold.
An increase in the number of months that a quota binds significantly decreases the
proportion of units sold. If the Chinese quota is binding for half a year more, the
proportion of units sold will be lower by 3%. For Malays (Indians), the decrease is
5% (2%). The estimates for the Chinese and Malay quotas are significant at the 1%
level. The estimates for the Indian quota is significant at the 10% level. Table 1.8
summarizes the impact of the quota on all 3 dimensions, quantity, price and quality.
1.7 Conclusion
Many desegregation policies take the form of quotas. This paper studies the impact
of the ethnic housing quotas in Singapore that were designed to encourage residential
desegregation amongst the three major ethnic groups, the Chinese, Malays and the
Indians. I estimate the impact of the Chinese, Malay and Indian quotas on the price,
quantity and quality of units sold. I find that all quotas significantly decrease the
proportion of units sold. Malay-constrained units are 5% cheaper perhaps because
the units sold are also of lower quality. The impact on the price and quality of
Chinese- and Indian-constrained units are opposite. Chinese-constrained units are
7% more expensive even though the units sold are of significantly worse quality.
Indian-constrained units are 2% cheaper even though the units sold are of a higher
quality.
A priori, one may not expect quotas to cause discontinuities in characteristics of
units sold at the cutoff. Finding these discontinuities in prices, quantity and quality, is
consistent with a model with heterogenous goods and myopic agents. Unfortunately,
without knowing the ethnicity of the buyer and the seller, nor the their preferences, it
is hard to make normative judgements based on the estimated policy impact. Chapter
2 builds on these findings to estimate individual's taste for living with neighbors from
the same ethnic group.
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Table 1.1: Neighborhood and Block Level Quotas Relative to National Ethnic Proportions
Neighborhood Quotas Block Quotas National Proportion (2000)
Chinese 84% 87% 77%
Malay 22% 25% 14%
Indian 10% 13% 8%
Source: 2000 Census (Singstat), Lum and Tan (2003)
Table 1.2: The Relationship between Quotas, Buyer Ethnicity and Seller Ethnicity
Binding Quota Buyer Ethnicity Seller Ethnicity Status
Chinese Chinese Chinese Allowed
Non-Chinese Non-Chinese Allowed
Non-Chinese Chinese Allowed
Chinese Non-Chinese Not Allowed
Malay Malay Malay Allowed
Non-Malay Non-Malay Allowed
Non-Malay Malay Allowed
Malay Non-Malay Not Allowed
Indian Indian Indian Allowed
Non-Indian Non-Indian Allowed
Non-Indian Indian Allowed
Indian Non-Indian Not Allowed
Table 1.3: Summary Statistics






















































































Average transaction price in a block (Singapore dollars)
Percent of units in a block that was sold within the sample period
Percent of units where Chinese quota binds
Percent of units where Chinese quota binds
Percent of units where Chinese quota binds
Percent of Chinese in a block
Percent of Malay in a block
Percent of Indian in a block
Average age of HDB blocks
Percent of units in a block that is Type 1
Percent of units in a block that is Type 2
Percent of units in a block that is Type 3
Percent of units in a block that is Type 4
Percent of units in a block that is Type 5
Percent of units in a block that is Type 6
Percent of units in a block that is Type 7
Percent of units in a block that is Type 8
Table 1.4: Testing for Differences in Proportion of Flat Types, 10% Above and Below the Quota
Quota Chinese Malay Indian
Sample Pre- and Post- Quota Pre-Quota Only Pre- and Post- Quota Pre-Quota Only Pre- and Post- Quota Pre-Quota Only
Dependent variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Proportion Type 3 0.01** -0.04*** 0.01 -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.05***
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.004) (0.01)
Proportion Type 4 0.01** 0.05*** -0.01 0.02*** 0.02*** 0.02***
(0.005) (0.01) (0..005) (0.01) (0.004) (0.01)
Proportion Type 5 0.02*** 0.03*** 0.004 -0.00001 0.01** 0.03***
(0.005) (0.01) (0.004) (0.01) (0.004) (0.01)
Proportion Type 6 -0.05*** -0.05*** 0.01 0.002 0.002 0.01**
(0.004) (0.01) (0.005) (0.01) (0.004) (0.005)
Observations 87512 64610 64963 50291 140200 121500
Notes: Results from a seemingly unrelated regression where the dependent variables are the proportion of flat types in a block. I control for two 4" order polynomials, 2% to the left and right of the quota
respectively. Only the coefficient on the quota dummy is reported. Columns 1, 3, and 5 use all blocks. Columns 2, 4 and 6 use only blocks built before the quota was implemented.
Standard errors in parentheses.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Table 1.5: Impact on Price, 10% Above and Below the Quota
Quota Chinese Malay Indian
Dependent variable In price In price In price In price In price In price
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Quota dummy 0.07*** 0.04*** -0.05*** -0.03*** -0.02** -0.03**
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01)
Ethnic proportion -0.49*** -0.09 0.02 -0.19* -1.87*** -0.37**
(0.16) (0.12) (0.18) (0.10) (0.17) (0.15)
(Ethnic proportion)2  9.00*** -0.25 -9.20*** 0.09 -24.31*** 0.27
(3.47) (0.28) (3.50) (0.18) (3.00) (0.17)
(Ethnic proportion)3  198.32*** -1.59 -17.1 -5.20** 163.33*** -2.69
(32.68) (2.40) (32.60) (2.36) (33.92) (1.92)
(Ethnic proportion)4  354.87 11.08* 858.17* 7.15 2993.26*** 2.58
(467.81) (5.49) (447.36) (6.99) (428.39) (3.63)
Quota*Ethnic proportion -0.60* 6.05 0.59** -7.53 1.20*** 44.17*
(0.32) (25.72) (0.28) (17.27) (0.25) (23.01)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)2  25.40*** 54.11* 6.47 -3.13 15.26*** -15.35
(8.50) (28.80) (6.82) (18.96) (5.82) (26.58)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)3  -211.53*** 213.61 -16.5 500.67 -43.37 294.73
(64.11) (327.28) (51.24) (296.45) (48.07) (229.23)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)4  -3971.24*** -816.81 512.29 -548.76 -1865.46** -294.25
(1150.87) (604.56) (868.09) (848.86) (769.96) (486.67)
Block level controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Town fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes
Month fixed effects No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 19314 19314 14862 14862 32114 32114
R-squared 0.02 0.8 0.01 0.75 0.01 0.78
Notes: Columns 2, 4 and 6 control for block level characteristics (age, age-squared, proportions of flat types), month and town fixed effects. Standard errors for columns 2, 4 and 6 are clustered at the town
level.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Table 1.6: Impact on Quality of Unit Sold in a Block, 10% Above and Below the Quota
Quota Chinese Malay Indian
Dependent variable Flat Type Sold Flat Type Sold Flat Type Sold
(1) (2) (3)
Quota dummy -0.05* -0.08*** 0.04*
(0.03) (0.03) (0.02)
Ethnic proportion -2.51*** 0.83 -4.42***
(0.48) (0.60) (0.52)
(Ethnic proportion)2  33.77*** 1.51 -63.29***
(10.41) (11.61) (9.30)
(Ethnic proportion)3  653.33*** -106.64 461.34***
(98.02) (108.25) (105.28)
(Ethnic proportion)4  1273.14 -199.71 8818.55***
(1403.38) (1485.44) (1329.68)
Quota*Ethnic proportion 0.92 2.61*** 4.10***
(0.97) (0.92) (0.77)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)2  26.72 15.85 60.28***
(25.49) (22.66) (18.06)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)3  -970.03*** -244.69 -331.34**
(192.34) (170.13) (149.21)
Quota*(Ethnic proportion)4  -9300.65*** 975.02 -7780.61***
(3452.52) (2882.48) (2389.90)
Observations 19314 14862 32114
R-squared 0.01 0.003 0.004
Standard errors in parentheses.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Notes: The dependent variable is an integer between 1 and 8. A higher number corresponds to higher quality.
Table 1.7: Impact on Quantity of Units Sold in a Block, 10% Above and Below the Quota
Quota Chinese Malay Indian
Dependent variable Proportion Sold Proportion Sold Proportion Sold
Quota dummy -0.005*** -0.009*** -0.004*
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Ethnic proportion -3.914 -5.009 0.35
(6.474) (4.793) (0.389)
(Ethnic proportion)2  3.306 33.964 -3.049
(5.651) (32.276) (5.857)
(Ethnic proportion)3  dropped -98.679 9.224
(94.512) (35.989)
(Ethnic proportion)4  -0.705 104.934 2.87
(1.267) (101.604) (76.785)
Block level controls Yes Yes Yes
Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Month fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Observations 3948 2896 6322
R-squared 0.1 0.12 0.11
Notes:Block -level data. The dependent variable is the proportion of units sold in a block. Block level controls include age, age
squared and proportions of flat types.
Standard errors are clustered at the town level.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Table 1.8: Summarizing the Impact of the Quota on Quantity, Price and Quality
Chinese Ouota Malay Ouota Indian Ouota
Quantity Lower Lower Lower
Price Higher Lower Lower
Quality Lower Lower Higher
Figure 1.1: A Market Equilibrium Without Quotas




Figure 1.1b: A Producer Equilibrium
Figure 1. Ic: A Market Equilibrium
I
Notes: These three panels illustrate one possible market equilibrium for a product with n characteristics (z,...,z). Figures 1.1 a
and 1.1 b plot "indifference surfaces" and "isoprofit surfaces" projected onto the 0,4-zl plane cut at optimal values of other
characteristics ., z ) The superscripts C and NC denote Chinese and non -Chinese. 0(u) is a buyer's bid function. (the
expenditure he is willing to pay for different levels ofzl to achieve utility u); 4(i) is a seller's offer function (the price he is
willing to accept to achieve profit, 7t); p(z) is the hedonic price function (the equilibrium market price). Each point on the hedonic
price function is a tangency between a buyer's bid function and a seller's offer function. Here, a non-Chinese seller is matched to
a Chinese buyer in equilibrium.
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Figure 1.2: The Impact of Chinese Quotas on Prices of Constrained Units
Figure 12a: The Impact on Chinese Buyers, 0c
"
Z1
Figure 12b: The Impact on Non -Chinese Sellers, ONC
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O NC rNcz,u
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Figure 12c: Combining Both Figures 2a and 2b
Z1
Notes: These three panels illustrate one possible consequence of the Chinese block quotas for units that are just above the quota.
The horizontal axis, z b represents percent of Chinese in a block and z represents the Chinese block quota (87%). Units to the
right of the vertical line are constrained. For Chinese-constrained units, non-Chinese sellers cannot sell to Chinese buyers (the
grey offer function, NC (*) cannot be matched to the grey bid function, Cf(u*)). In this example, the Chinese buyer has to pay a
higher price (Figure 1.2a) and the non -Chinese Seller has to accept a lower price (Figure 1.2b). Figure 1.2c combines both figures.






Figure 1.3: Testing for Discontinuity in the Probability that the Quota Binds, 10% Above and Belowthe Quota
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Figure 1.5: Impact on Type of Flat Sold, 10% Above and Below the Quota
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Notes:The dependent variable is an integer between 1 and 8, describing the type of flat sold. A higher flat type is better.
Each panel in this figure is constructed using the following procedure for observations within 10% of the ethnic quotas: (i)
regress Flat Type Soldon smooth functions of the corresponding running variable (two separate 4th order polynomials, one
to the left and one to the right of the quota) and a dummy that is one when the corresponding block quota is binding; (ii)
plot the predicted Flat Type Sold above and below the quota separately (iii) plot means of for each0.2% bin. Repeat the
exercise for the Malay quotas and Indian quotas.The dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.









Using Ethnic Housing Quotas in
Singapore
2.1 Introduction
Many ethnically diverse countries try to promote desegregation in areas such as educa-
tion, employment, immigration and housing. For example, in Chicago, the Gautreaux
program (the predecessor of the Moving Towards Opportunity program) tried to en-
courage residential desegregation using housing vouchers (Jennan, 2000). In Singa-
pore, the government instituted a set of controversial ethnic housing quotas to en-
courage residential integration. In education, immigration and employment, similar
integration policies are constantly being debated. Economists have studied exten-
sively the consequences of segregation (Cutler and Glaeser, 1997; Ananat, 2007). In
this paper, I explore one potential cause of residential segregation-ingroup prefer-
ences.' In this paper, I exploit variation from a natural experiment in Singapore in
a structural model to estimate taste for living with one's own ethnic group members
(ingroup preferences).
Understanding ingroup preferences is important for at least three reasons. First,
residential segregation is a prominent feature in many ethnically diverse countries
but we know relatively less about its causes. Second, we need to understand whether
residential segregation is driven by tastes for ethnic interactions or tastes for ethnic-
specific amenities because the policy implications are different: If segregation is driven
by tastes for ethnic ingroups, integration policies should focus on incentivizing resi-
1Another cause of residential segregation is discrimination (Cutler, Glaeser and Vigdor, 1999). I
discuss the implications of discrimination below.
dential location choices. If, instead, segregation patterns arise because ethnic group
members share the same tastes for amenities (correlated tastes), then reducing the
spatial clustering of ethnic-specific amenities can encourage integration. Finally, my
approach allows me to recover the elasticities of demand for ingroup interactions.
These are crucial inputs for measuring potential deadweight losses from regulating
location choices, which will have to be weighed against potential benefits of integra-
tion.
To estimate ingroup preferences over residential locations, I build and estimate a
discrete choice model a la Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) in which individuals
choose residential neighborhoods as a function of the proportion of ethnic ingroup
members in a neighborhood. The empirical challenge is that the explanatory variable
of interest, neighborhood ethnic proportions, could be correlated with unobserved
ethnic-specific neighborhood quality (as measured by ethnic-specific amenities, for
example). An amenity such as mosques could be more attractive to a specific ethnic
group if a majority of that ethnic group is Muslim. In this case, just addressing
omitted variables that are common across groups, using a neighborhood fixed effect,
for example, is insufficient if some neighborhoods have systematically more mosques
that will attract a specific ethnic group. One way to address ethnic-specific omitted
variables is to use some within neighborhood, across group variation, such as a model
with neighborhood-by-group fixed effects.
The ethnic housing quotas in Singapore provide a source of identification. They
were introduced in 1989 to encourage residential integration amongst the three ma-
jor ethnic groups in Singapore Chinese (77%), Malays (14%) and Indians (8%)
(Singapore Census, 2000). The policy is a set of upper bounds on block level and
neighborhood level ethnic proportions. In practice, the Housing Development Board
(HDB) did not want to evict owners in units that were in violation of the quotas.
To this day, there exist units above the upper bound. Any transactions that forced
these blocks and neighborhoods farther above the upper bound, however, would be
barred. For example, when Chinese quotas are binding, non-Chinese sellers cannot
sell to Chinese buyers because this transaction increases the Chinese proportion far-
ther above the Chinese quota. These ethnic-specific restrictions on transactions play
a central role in my analysis.
The quotas help identification of ingroup preferences in two ways. First, they im-
ply that prices faced by different ethnic groups differ in equilibrium when the quota
binds. The intuition is similar to that of price discrimination models. In such models,
different groups can be charged different prices in equilibrium as long as there are no
arbitrage opportunities. The quotas impose ethnic-specific restrictions on transac-
tions that prevent some sellers from arbitraging away price differences across ethnic
groups (when the Chinese quotas bind, non-Chinese sellers cannot sell to Chinese
buyers). Therefore, prices can differ across ethnic groups within the same neighbor-
hood when the quotas bind. Since prices are positively correlated with quality, I
exploit information from group-specific prices to recover group-specific neighborhood
quality.
The second reason the ethnic quotas help identification of ingroup preferences is
that the policy rule is a step function of ethnic proportions. Units above the upper
bound on ethnic proportions are constrained (the quota status is 1) while units below
the upper bound are unconstrained (the quota status is 0). This step function is
an ideal set up for a regression discontinuity design (Angrist and Lavy, 1999). The
idea behind regression discontinuity is that close enough to the upper bound, omitted
variables are assumed to not change discontinuously at the upper bound.
I use this step function to construct an instrument for group-specific prices. While
the quota status is correlated with prices, it could also be correlated with neighbor-
hood quality, thus, violating the exclusion restriction. 2 To construct an instrument
for group prices, I first estimate ethnic proportions using a set of exogenous instru-
ments.3 Then, I assign a quota status of 1 if the predicted ethnic proportions are
above the upper bound as defined by the policy rule, and 0 otherwise. Constructing
instruments using this step function is akin to the regression discontinuity identifi-
cation strategy: Exogenous characteristics used to estimate the quotas could affect
prices but the effect will not be discontinuous at the upper bound of the quota.
I embed this regression discontinuity identification strategy in a structural demand
estimation framework & la Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995), hereafter BLP. In
practice, I estimate three BLP models, one for each ethnic group, using the method
of simulated moments. Because the quotas allow price discrimination to exist in
this market, product attributes can vary across groups. More importantly, I allow
unobserved neighborhood quality to vary by ethnic group.
To implement this analysis, I collected individual data on residential location
choices by matching names from the 2005 and 2006 Singapore residential phonebooks.
I hand matched more than 589,000 names to ethnicities.4 I also collected data on
2 Chinese quotas are more likely to bind in neighborhoods with a high Chinese quality.
31 use exogenous characteristics of nearby neighborhoods as instruments. I also use historical
data on early ethnic settlements to instrument for ethnic proportions.
4In Singapore, one's ethnicity depends on the father's ethnicity. Also, inter-ethnic marriages are
fairly rare (10%) mostly because the different ethnic groups have different religions. The Chinese
neighborhood characteristics, prices and quotas for 170 neighborhoods. My price data
consists of weighted averages of group-specific prices.
I find that all groups have strong preferences for living with at least some other
members of their ethnic group. Moreover, the Chinese and the Indians have ingroup
preferences that are inverted U-shaped. For example, the average Indian household
living in a neighborhood with 5% Indians (the 10th percentile) is willing to substi-
tute to a neighborhood that is 2.56km further from the closest subway station in
exchange for living in a neighborhood with a 1 standard deviation (3%) increase in
the proportion of Indians. However, after a neighborhood reaches 8% Indians and
43% Chinese respectively, Indians and Chinese would rather add a new neighbor from
the other groups. These estimates are significant at the 5% level. Malays appear to
have strong ingroup preferences, although the estimates for their taste parameters
are not significant.
This paper makes two contributions. First, the estimates on ingroup preferences
have implications for research and policy. The finding that some households in Sin-
gapore exhibit ingroup preferences that are inverted U-shaped suggests that models
that estimate ingroup preferences assuming monotonicity could be biased. In addi-
tion, policy makers could use these estimates on ingroup preferences to determine
subsidies for housing voucher programs that aim to encourage desegregation.
The second contribution of this paper is that I combine policy induced variation
from a natural experiment with structural methods. I embed the regression discon-
tinuity identification strategy within a structural demand estimation framework by
using the step function to construct exogenous quota variables as instruments for
group-specific prices.
The backbone of the empirical analysis rests on the literature on discrete choice
theory (see for example McFadden, 1974; Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes, 1995, 2004).
This is not the first paper that estimates multiple unobserved characteristics (see Das,
Olley, and Pakes, 1993; Athey and Imbens, 2007). It demonstrates that in markets
with price discrimination, variation in prices across groups can provide additional
variation for identification.6
Other contributors to this paper include the literature on social interactions and
are primarily Buddhists (54%) and Christians (17%), the Malays are 100% Muslims and the Indians
are primarily Hindus (55%) and Muslims (12%). (Singapore Census, 2000)
5 Not observing actual group-specific prices is unfortunate, but this is a limitation that is specific
to my dataset. For the rest of the paper, I discuss the identification strategy assuming I observe
group-specific prices. In the data section, I discuss how I estimate group-specific prices using a
weighted average of prices and observed weights.
6 This can be useful if the product attributes studied lack variation across markets.
residential segregation that dates back to Manski (1993), Schelling (1971) and more
recently, Cutler, Glaeser and Vigdor (1999) and Card, Mas and Rothstein (2007).
Bayer, Ferreira and McMillan (2007) and Bajari and Kahn (2005) estimate ethnic
preferences using random coefficients. Both papers estimate a rich set of taste pa-
rameters using many demographic variables. My paper complements these two papers
by identifying policy variation that I exploit to allow neighborhood quality to vary
across groups. This accounts for ethnic-specific omitted variables thereby identifying
ingroup preferences from correlated tastes for ethnic-specific neighborhood quality.
In the next section, I discuss the background of ethnic quotas in Singapore. Then, I
describe the data (Section 3) and the results from the regression discontinuity analysis
(Section 4). I then build a model of individual utility over residential locations with
ethnic-specific prices (Section 5), discuss estimation of the structural model (Section
6) and present the results (Section 7). Finally, I conclude in Section 8.
2.2 Background
Singapore is a multi-ethnic country with a population of 4.5 million (Singapore De-
partment of Statistics, 2006). The three major ethnic groups are the Chinese (77%),
the Malays (14%) and the Indians (8%). The Chinese have the highest median
monthly income (S$2335), followed by the Indians (S$2167) and the Malays (S$1790)
(Singapore Census, 2000).
Public housing is the most popular choice of housing in Singapore with 82% of the
resident population living in public housing (HDB, 2006). The units are built and
managed by the Housing Development Board (HDB). There are three ways Singapore
residents can live in a HDB flat. They may apply through the primary allocation
system for new HDB flats, they may purchase existing HDB flats in the resale market
or they may rent. The rental market is negligible: 98% percent of the HDB flats
are owner-occupied (HDB, 2006). This paper focuses on the resale market which is
the relevant market for the ethnic quotas. Relative to the primary market which is
heavily regulated, the resale market functions as an open market.
To understand the ethnic quotas, it is important to understand the geography of
housing markets in Singapore. The smallest spatial unit is an HDB flat A group of
HDB flats constitute an HDB block. A group of HDB blocks make up a neighborhood.
An HDB block is comparable to a US Census block group, with an average of 70
households. An HDB neighborhood is comparable to a US Census tract, comprising
an average of 60 HDB blocks. Throughout my analysis, I define a market as a cluster
of neighborhoods.
The government of Singapore introduced the Ethnic Integration Policy to address
the "problem" of the increase in the "concentrations of racial groups" in HDB estates
(Parliamentary debate, 1989). The policy was announced in a parliamentary debate
on February 16, 1989 and implemented starting March 1, 1989. The Policy is a
set of quotas at the block and neighborhood level. Table 2.1 lists the quotas, in
comparison to the 2000 national ethnic proportions. Neighborhood quotas are 2%
to 8% above national ethnic proportions. Block quotas are 3% above neighborhood
quotas, allowing more flexibility at the block level (blocks can be more segregated than
neighborhoods). In practice, the HDB did not want to evict owners in existing units
that were in violation of the quotas. To this day, there exist blocks and neighborhoods
above the quota.
The quotas are upper bounds on ethnic proportions to prevent HDB communities
that are already segregated from becoming more segregated. Once a community hits
the upper bound, transactions that make the community more segregated will be
blocked. However, other transactions will be allowed. In particular, transactions
involving buyers and sellers from the same ethnicity will always be allowed because
this does not increase the ethnic proportion. As an example, Table 2.1 shows that
the Chinese neighborhood quota is set at 84%. Once Chinese make up more than
84% of the neighborhood population, Chinese buyers can no longer buy from non-
Chinese sellers because this increases the proportion of Chinese in that neighborhood.
Table 2.2 lists the types of transactions barred by each ethnic quota. The important
thing to note is that once a Chinese quota binds, the Chinese buyers can no longer
buy from non-Chinese sellers. Similarly for Malay and Indian quotas. This group-
specific restriction prevents arbitrage and thus allows prices to differ across groups in
equilibrium.
2.3 Data
I use data covering 170 neighborhoods and 7 markets for resale transactions in the
public housing market in Singapore, between April 2005 and March 2006. This
dataset encompasses virtually all of Singapore.7 A neighborhood is comparable to a
US Census Tract (4500 households, on average). A market is a cluster of neighbor-
7 The analysis only focuses on the public housing market which represents 82% of the residents
in Singapore. To the extent that households with strong ingroup preferences have sorted away
from being regulated by the quotas and into the private housing market, the estimates of ingroup
preferences from the resale market would be a lower bound.
hoods, categorized according to the Straits Times Real Estate Classifieds (the leading
English newspaper in Singapore). The number of neighborhoods in each market varies
from 12 to 38, with a mean of 24 and a standard deviation of 10.
Prices
I collected data on 25,182 actual transaction prices from the HDB website between
March 2005 and April 2006. I aggregate these monthly transaction level prices into
average, annual neighborhood prices. These are actual purchase prices, not rents.
Unfortunately, I do not observe the ethnicity of the buyers and sellers. Hence, for
each neighborhood j, I only observe a weighted average of the actual group-specific
prices. I discuss how I estimate group prices using observed weights in the following
sub-section.
Neighborhood characteristics
Neighborhood characteristics include ethnic proportions (of the initial stock of
residents in a neighborhood), school quality, access to public transportation, the
average age of HDB buildings and the average number of rooms in HDB buildings. To
calculate ethnic proportions, I hand matched more than 589,000 names to ethnicities
using differences in the structure of Chinese, Malay and Indian names. For example,
most Chinese names only have 2 or 3 words; Malay names are primarily Muslim
names since 99% of Malays in Singapore are Muslims (Singapore Census, 2000);
Indian names are matched according to popular first and last names. I collected the
remaining neighborhood attributes from online street directories, the HDB website
and a non-public dataset purchased from HDB. See the Data Appendix for definitions
of these variables and their sources.
Choice data
I collected data on individual residential location choices by matching names from
the 2005 and 2006 Singapore residential phonebooks.8 I define movers, as individuals
whose postal code in 2005 did not match with their postal code in 2006. A postal
code uniquely identifies an HDB block. In cases with multiple names, I match movers
to their choices randomly? There are 16,092 movers.'0 Using the ethnicity of movers,
81n principle, one could use just 1 phonebook to analyze the residential location choices of all
residents in Singapore (using the choice data of both movers and stayers). I focus on using the choices
of movers instead of all residents because choices of movers are actual location choices involving costly
transactions.
9 Multiple names will not affect my analysis because only the ethnicity of the buyer matters in
the calculation of the ethnic shares. For my purposes, ethnicity depends only on names.
10The actual number of transactions (25,182) is higher than the number of movers (16,092). This
could be due to spelling errors between names in the 2005 phonebook and the 2006 phonebook. I
assume that the spelling errors are random such that the choice data of movers is not a selected
sample.
I calculated ethnic shares. For example, the percent of the flow of Chinese buyers
who chose a neighborhood. There are 13 neighborhoods with no movers in my sample
period at all, 2 neighborhoods with no Chinese movers, 4 with no Malay movers, 6 with
no Indian movers and 1 with no Malay nor Indian movers. For these neighborhoods,
I assign their shares to be the minimum share for each ethnic group.11 Note that
ethnic proportions describe the ethnic distribution of the stock of residents while
ethnic shares refer to the flow of movers. In my analysis, I use ethnic shares as a
proxy for demand and ethnic proportions as the primary explanatory variable. The
assumption is that the flow of movers is so small that the ethnic proportion of the
stock of residents is essentially constant within a year.
Early ethnic settlements
I use data on early 19th century ethnic settlements in Singapore to instrument for
ethnic proportions. The Jackson Plan, which was commissioned in the 1820s, specified
that the west of the Singapore River should be reserved for Chinese and Indian
communities while the east of the river was reserved for the Malay communities (see
Figure 2.1a). I argue that the historical assignment of ethnic settlements to opposite
banks of the river is an important instrument for current ethnic proportions.
Figure 2.1a shows the map of early 19th century Singapore according to the Jack-
son Plan (Crawfurd, 1828). The Jackson Plan was formulated by a committee led
by Lieutenant Philip Jackson to set up ethnic functional subdivisions within the
growing port city. The map illustrates early settlements in Singapore around the
Singapore River. Four separate residential areas were designated for the Chinese,
Malays, Indians and Europeans. The Malay and European towns were to the east
of the Singapore River while the Chinese and Indian areas were to the west of the
river. Figure 2. lb shows the distribution of existing quota-constrained neighborhoods.
Malay-constrained neighborhoods are primarily in the east while the Chinese neigh-
borhoods are in Central, South and West Singapore and the Indian neighborhoods
are in Central and North Singapore. This suggests that the Malay neighborhoods
expanded to the east of the river, perhaps because early Malay ethnic settlements
were already there. I define a dummy variable that is 1 when the entire area of the
neighborhood is in the east of the eastern end of early Malay settlements, and 0
otherwise.
Table 2.3 lists the summary statistics of the full dataset. There are 170 neigh-
borhoods. The ethnic shares are very low (the means for all groups are below 0.5%)
11Because the estimation involves the inversion of ethnic shares, shares of neighborhoods that are
zero are not invertible. As an approximation, I assign minimum shares to these neighborhoods.
indicating that the flow of buyers is very low. The Chinese quotas bind for almost
one-fifth of the sample, the Malay quotas bind for one-tenth of the sample and the
Indian quotas bind for a quarter of the sample.
2.3.1 Estimated Prices
I estimate ethnic-specific prices for each neighborhood using a weighted average of
prices at the block level as well as the observed ethnic weights (from the data on
movers from the phonebook). This estimation procedure essentially solves a system
of equations where the variables of interest are the block level ethnic weights and the
unknowns are the neighborhood level group prices. The assumption is that within
a neighborhood, controlling for block level characteristics, prices vary across blocks
only because the ethnic weights vary (a block with buyers who are 20% Chinese and
80% Malay will have a different average price from a similar block with 80% Chinese
buyers and 20% Malay buyers).
I estimate the following equation for the average price of block b in neighborhood
In P = I Ijd + 7r"- *wbw +Bbj ] j j (2.1)
where wb and wbM are the Chinese and Malay buyer weights, Bbj is a set of block-
level characteristics (the block quotas, the number of 1-room flats, 2-room flats etc.),
Ij is a neighborhood dummy and the Indians are the omitted group. Notice that
the neighborhood dummy is interacted with each explanatory variable. Essentially,
for each neighborhood, I am solving a system of Nj equations and 3 unknowns for
each neighborhood j where Nj is the number of blocks in neighborhood j and the
3 unknowns are the Chinese, Malay and Indian prices for neighborhood j. Using
C Mestimates from equation (2.1), I substitute wcy = 1, wb = 0 to obtain the Chinese
price, Pf and likewise for the Malay and Indian prices.12
2.4 Regression Discontinuity
In this section, I analyze the effect of the quota on observed average prices and es-
timated group prices using a regression discontinuity approach (Angrist and Lavy,
121 calculate Pc = exp (InP (r, w; = 1)). I use log of prices to ensure that the price estimates
are positive. In ongoing work, I estimate group prices using average prices (instead of log prices)
but constraining price estimates to be positive.
1999). First, I discuss the regression discontinuity setup in the context of the quotas.
Then, I give a simple conceptual framework to analyze the effect of the quotas on
ethnic-specific prices and average prices. Finally, I discuss the regression discontinuity
results of the quota effect on average and estimated ethnic prices. A key identification
assumption in my paper is that the quotas generate ethnic-specific prices by prevent-
ing arbitrage and these ethnic prices have information on unobserved ethnic-specific
quality. I argue that even though I do not observe prices by ethnicity in my data,
findings from the regression discontinuity analysis using average prices is suggestive
that there is no arbitrage.
2.4.1 Regression discontinuity analysis
The regression discontinuity method relies on the step function of the quota status
where units are unconstrained (the quota status is 0) below the upper bound on
ethnic proportions and units are constrained (the quota status is 1) above the up-
per bound. The challenge in identifying the treatment effect is omitted variables.
Even if the quota effect on prices was zero, the price of all units above the quota
could be higher than the price of all units below the quota because neighborhoods
where the quota binds tend to have higher neighborhood quality.13 The regression
discontinuity approach is to compare units right above and right below the quota.
The treatment effect of the quotas is identified close enough to the discontinuity (the
upper bound), assuming omitted variables are similar right above and right below
the upper bound. For example, this assumes that the number of mosques (a measure
of unobserved Malay neighborhood quality) could be different above and below the
upper bound, thereby generating price differences even absent the quota effect. But,
the number of mosques does not change discontinuously at the upper bound of the
Malay neighborhood quota. If this assumption holds, comparing units right above
and right below the quota offers one way to address the omitted variable problem. In
practice, when the quotas started, the Housing Development Board (HDB) did not
want to evict households from constrained areas. Hence, to this day, I still observe
households above the quotas.
2.4.2 Quota effect on average and group prices
I use a static framework where prices adjust to equate demand and supply. By
changing supply differentially across ethnic groups, the quota will likely have opposite
13Quotas bind in high quality neighborhoods because these neighborhoods attract many buyers.
effects on buyers of different ethnicities. For example, when the Chinese quotas bind,
the Chinese buyers' price increases because they face a decrease in supply (Chinese
buyers cannot buy from non-Chinese sellers). I argue that in equilibrium, prices of
units in Chinese-constrained areas adjust downwards for non-Chinese buyers so that
they will buy into the units that would have been sold to the Chinese buyers, absent
the quotas.14,15
To see the quota effect on average prices, I compare average prices right above and
right below the quotas, assuming that these units are identical except for the quota
status. Let the superscript denote buyer type and the subscript denote unit type; G
and G are units above and below the group G quota where G represents (C)hinese,
(M)alays and (I)ndians; vgC is the value a non-Chinese buyer has for a unit in a
Chinese-constrained area. Buyers of group G have value v with cdf F G . If group G's
ingroup preferences are stronger than the other groups' preferences to live with group
G neighbors, we expect that for units in group G-constrained areas, FG (V,) will first
order stochastically dominate FNG ( v).We can write the effect of a group G quota
on average prices as
PGQ pNcG G GG + PNGP =Q- - PQ QNG) (2.2)
where Q2- and Q!G are the number of group G-constrained units bought by group
G and non-group-G buyers respectively. Likewise for unconstrained units, QG and
NG QTQNG; is the total number of units bought by both groups. For simplicity, I assume
QG = QT. When the quota binds, prices adjust enough such that the total number
of units sold in constrained and unconstrained areas are the same. This implies that
only the numerator matters so that revenue changes when average prices change.
14Since this is a static framework, I assume the effects of strategic dynamic incentives are second
order. An example of such an incentive involves sellers who are right below a quota. If they expect
the prices of their units to jump discretely up when the quota binds, they may wait for the quota
to bind to sell their unit. These effects could undo any discontinuity in prices caused by the direct
quota effect. If I had a panel and I observed frequency of sales, I could test for the presence of
these effects. However, even without a panel, I do not find evidence consistent with strategic gaming
because the discontinuities in prices at the quotas are fairly large.
15Ethnic quotas are related to ethnic prices in two ways. Consider the Chinese quotas. First,
Chinese buyers are willing to pay more for Chinese-constrained units because Chinese quota status
is positively correlated with Chinese neighborhood quality (Chinese quotas are more likely to bind
when the Chinese neighborhood quality is high). Second, Chinese prices increase when the Chinese
quotas bind because supply of units to the Chinese buyers is lower. We can think of the first effect
as an upward shift of the Chinese demand curve relative to the non-Chinese demand curve while
the second effect as an upward movement along the Chinese buyer's demand curve.
With some algebra, one can show that 16
1 - FG (P) 1 - FNG (pNGG)(2.3)
APG > 0 if > G (2.3)
fG (p) fNG(p)
The ratios in equation (2.3) represent the trade-offs from changing prices. For ex-
ample, when the Chinese quota binds (G=C), Chinese buyers have to pay a higher
price (PC) and non-Chinese buyers pay a lower price (PcNc). This increases revenue
(APc > 0) because [1 - Fc (Pc)] households pay a higher price but decreases rev-
enue because the higher price implies that fc (Pc) households who would have bought
the units absent the quotas would not buy the units now. The second ratio in equation
(2.3) has a similar interpretation. When the Chinese quota binds, revenue is higher
because more non-Chinese buyers who would not demand these units absent the
quota now buy these units (f NC(P)), but revenue is lower becausel - FNG (pJG)
non-Chinese households pay a lower price. The net effect on average prices depends
on the relative magnitudes of the two ratios.
2.4.3 Regression discontinuity analysis using average prices
I estimate the following equations
4
In Pbjit = + YQCbjit + kpctqji + Ebjit (2.4)
k=l
4
In Pbjit = a+ QCbt tkpi BbjiP+7t + Wi bj it (2.5)
k=1
where In bjit is the log of the average price of units in block b, neighborhood j,
town i and month t; QCbjit is a dummy for whether the Chinese (C) quotas are
binding, pctC k are kth order polynomials of the percent of Chinese; B represents
other observable characteristics of the block (age of building, number of 1-room units,
2-room units etc.); Tt and cw are month and town fixed effects. I estimate this equation
for units that are 10% above and below the Chinese quotas. Similarly, I repeat the
16Where P G ~ G G G G) +
1 -F G (P) 1- F N G (plG)(ApNNGQ G pGAQNG) AGQg G + ApN QG) NGGfG (pa) fNG (Pc)
APG denotes PG - PG (similarly for APNG , AQG and AQG ). The first equality is obtained by
adding and subtracting PQ G and PG G , the second is obtained because QT = 0 and the final
relationship is obtained because Ap oc - : The change in demand due to a change in price of Ap
is just AQ -J " f (p+ E) dE = f (p) Ap.
analysis for the Malay and Indian quotas. The coefficient of interest is y, which
summarizes the effect of the quota on average prices, at the upper bound. I report
results from estimating the discontinuity in average prices at the block quotas.
I assume that the policy rule is perfectly enforced. Since these are public housing
units, all resale transactions need to be approved by the HDB. Part of the approval
process involves checking that buyers and sellers of a transaction do not violate the
ethnic quota rule. It is possible that households sort around the discontinuity. In this
case, if households have incentives to undo the discontinuity, then any discontinuity
in prices that I estimate would be a lower bound of the actual discontinuity caused
by the quotas.
I report results from the regression analysis in Table 2.4. Columns 1-5 correspond
to the regression close to the Chinese quota, columns 6-10 correspond to the Malay
quota regression and columns 11-15 correspond to the Indian quota regression. For
each ethnic quota, I estimate the regression controlling for polynomials of the ethnic
proportion, up to the 4th order (first 4 columns) and controlling for observed building
characteristics (such as age, number of 1-room flats, number of 2-room flats etc.) and
month and town fixed effects (5th column).
Without controlling for building characteristics and fixed effects, average prices
are 10% to 11% higher when the Chinese quota binds, but 4% and 3% lower when
the Malay and Indian quotas bind. All estimates are significant at the 1% level. In
Figure 2.2, I plot the predicted log prices using the estimates from the regression with
polynomials of the ethnic proportions up to the 4th order (from columns 4, 9 and 14
in Table 2.4).
These findings are robust to including 1st to 4th order polynomials of the ethnic
proportions and for samples restricted to 5% above and below the quotas. Once I add
other controls, the estimates for the Indian quotas are not significant. This could be
because Indians are such a small minority that almost 95% of the neighborhoods fall
within 10% of the Indian quota. Hence, restricting the analysis close to the Indian
quotas would essentially be an OLS analysis, since almost all units fall within the
10% window.
2.4.4 Average prices and arbitrage
These findings on average prices are at least consistent with price variation across
ethnic groups without perfect arbitrage. One possible concern is inter-temporal ar-
bitrage. For example, in the context of Chinese-constrained units, recall that non-
Chinese sellers cannot sell to Chinese buyers. Sellers could arbitrage away price
differences between high-WTP Chinese buyers and low-WTP non-Chinese buyers by
waiting for Chinese quotas to become unconstrained, thereby allowing them to sell
to the buyer with the highest WTP, instead of (presumably low-WTP) non-Chinese
buyers only. Finding that prices are lower when the Malay quotas bind could suggest
the absence of perfect arbitrage. Suppose sellers could arbitrage, then, we should
expect sellers to be at least as well of as when the quotas were not binding. However,
I find that average price (revenue) is lower when the Malay quota binds.
One reason sellers do not arbitrage is waiting costs. If waiting costs were high,
then, it would be costly to wait for units to become unconstrained, then sell to
the high-WTP buyers. Another reason is that arbitrage is risky if there is lack of
coordination. Suppose the Malay quotas were binding at 22% Malays, and, the non-
Malay sellers were waiting for the unit to become unconstrained. Then, once the unit
becomes unconstrained, there could be a sudden excess supply of units, which may
exert a downward force on prices.
2.4.5 Regression discontinuity analysis with estimated group
prices
To analyze the estimated group prices (discussed in Section 3.1), notice that knowing
the prices that buyers from each ethnic group paid implies knowing the ethnicity
of the buyer. In the following specification, I assigned dummy variables for buyer
ethnicity and stacked the estimated group prices in a similar regression discontinuity
set up
In Pbjit = a+ p QCbjit + P2QCbjit * Qlbjit + rh buyMbjit + ?2UYIbjit
+Y1QOCjit * buyMbjit + 72QCbjit * buylbjit + Y73QCbjit * QIbjit * buyMbjit
4
+ 3 4pctCi + Bbji T t + Li + 6 bjit (2.6)
k=1
where now, QCbjit is a dummy that is 1 when only the Chinese quota in block b
in neighborhood j, town i and month t is binding; QCbjit * Qbjit is a dummy when
both the Chinese and Indian quotas are binding, buyMbjit is a dummy variable that
is 1 when the buyer is Malay, buylbjit is a dummy for an Indian buyer, pctCb is the
percent of Chinese in the block, B is a matrix of observable block characteristics, 't
and wi are the month and town fixed effects, respectively.17 This equation is estimated
for units that are 10% above and below the Chinese block quota. I also estimate a
similar equation for the Malay and Indian block quotas. Each time interacting the
Malay (Indian) quota, with a dummy for non-Malay (non-Indian) buyers.
The key coefficients of interest here are the y's and the p's. The idea is to test
if Chinese buyers paid a higher price for Chinese-constrained blocks (fs > 0) and
non-Chinese buyers paid a lower price for Chinese-constrained blocks (7's 0). This
would indicate that group prices differed for the same neighborhood. Table 2.5 shows
the results from the estimation. The 3 columns correspond to the regression for the
Chinese, Malay and Indian quotas.
Column 1 shows that Chinese buyers paid 6% more in Chinese-constrained blocks,
Chinese and Indian buyers paid 20% more in blocks where both the Chinese and In-
dian quotas were binding (these estimates of pland P2 are significant at the 1% level).
Non-Chinese buyers did not seem to pay a higher price for Chinese-constrained blocks.
Moreover, Malay buyers paid 6% less for Chinese- and Indian-constrained blocks (this
estimate of 73 is significant at the 5% level). So, the signs of the coefficients for the
estimated Chinese prices are as expected. The Malay quota has a similar effect on
estimated group prices except the coefficients are less significant and I find that blocks
where both the Malay and Indian quotas bind, Malay and Indian buyers paid a signifi-
cantly lower price. The results for the estimation close to the Indian quota (column 3)
do not follow the same pattern. Indian buyers paid 4% less (the estimate is significant
at the 1% level) when I expected Indian buyers to pay more for Indian-constrained
neighborhoods. These findings could again be attributed to the earlier finding that
the discontinuity generated by the Indian quotas disappears after controlling for unit
characteristics and fixed effects. 18,19
At this point, one could take the regression discontinuity analysis one step further
and use the hedonic method to estimate ethnic ingroup preferences (Rosen, 1974;
Chay and Greenstone, 2004). The idea is to address omitted variable bias in demand
estimation by examining estimates of the hedonic price function right above and
below the discontinuity. This approach comes with two limitations. First, using
regression discontinuity design to estimate preferences implies that the estimated
17There is no dummy for when both the Malay and Chinese quotas bind because it is impossible
to have a block with 87% Chinese and 25% Malays.
18In the estimation of the BLP model, since I essentially estimate a separate BLP model for
each group (ie. the Indian prices only enter the BLP model for the Indians), this should not affect
estimates for the BLP models of the Chinese and the Malays.
19The standard errors need to be corrected to account for the fact that the dependent variable is
estimated.
taste parameters are only valid for households who are at the discontinuity. There
are reasons such as sorting that may suggest that these households are different. A
second limitation is that choosing residential neighborhoods is essentially a discrete
demand problem while the hedonic method applies to cases with continuous demand.
In ongoing work, I explore the possibilities of estimating ethnic preferences using the
hedonic model versus the discrete choice model (see Bayer et al., 2007 for a comparison
of estimates from hedonic methods and structural methods).
2.5 Utility Specification
To recover ingroup preferences of households away from the discontinuity, I make
some assumptions on the functional form of the utility and distributional assump-
tions on the heterogeneity of individuals. The goal of the structural estimation is
to recover individual preferences from aggregate data using the method of simulated
moments. I begin with a random coefficients model of individual utility for residential
neighborhoods that is then aggregated to obtain market-level demands to be matched
with aggregate sample moments.
Suppose we observe m=1, ..., M markets, each with iG=1, ..., IG buyers of ethnic
group G and j=1, ... , Jm neighborhoods. The indirect utility of buyer i of group G
from choosing neighborhood j in market m is
U~m = XA - ~GPj g + (fm + 6 m (2.7)
for j=1, ..., Jm Vm, where Xm is a K-dimensional (row) vector of observed neighbor-
hood characteristics (including ethnic proportions), P, is the price that a buyer of
group G has to pay for a unit in neighborhood j in market m, fm is the group-specific
preference for the unobserved neighborhood attribute and e m represents mean-zero,
idiosyncratic individual preferences for a buyer of group G, assumed to be indepen-
dent of neighborhood characteristics, prices and of each other. Note that prices are
now indexed by G. This is a consequence of the quotas that I exploit to recover group-
specific neighborhood quality ( G). To keep notation simple, I will drop the market
subscript from here on.
We can write the buyers' taste parameters as a mean component and an individual-
specific deviation from the mean
where zi, ..., jg is individual i's unobserved taste for characteristic K, drawn inde-
pendently (for each individual in each group) from a standard normal distribution
and vjp is drawn from a log normal distribution. E is a (K+1)x(K+1) dimensional
scaling matrix whose diagonal elements are denoted by Uk and a,. Note that I as-
sume mean preferences vary by group but the standard deviation does not (1 is not
indexed by G).
To estimate ethnic preferences, I include the ethnic proportions of the initial stock
of owners in neighborhood j. Specifically, the primary neighborhood characteristics
of interest are percent Ingroup, percent Ingroup2 which are the initial percent of
ingroups in neighborhood j and its squared. The parameters that represent ethnic
preferences are ercent Ingroup and i rCent Ingroup2  For example, (cent Ingroup
2Cprcent Ingroup2percent Chinese* 0.01 is the average Chinese buyer's marginal utility
to live in a neighborhood with 1% more ingroup members (Chinese) relative to a
neighborhood with 1% more outgroup neighbors, evaluated for the households living
in the average Chinese neighborhood. Allowing neighborhood quality (6) to vary
by group allows the interpretation of these parameters as taste for ethnic ingroup
interactions, that is separate from the taste for ethnic-specific neighborhood quality.
Other observed neighborhood attributes included in X, are school quality, access to
public transportation, average number of rooms and average age of HDB blocks in
neighborhood j.
The specification is completed with the introduction of an "outside good" (j=0)
- buyers may choose not to move.
U,0 = ( + co (2.9)
Since market shares depend only on differences in utilities, the actual estimation
algorithm subtracts U0 from UG such that utility is defined relative to the outside
good.
Substituting (2.8) into (2.7) and grouping individual-specific terms together, we
can write the utility specification parsimoniously as U = 69 + p which is simply
the mean utility for neighborhood j
s6P = X9[" - i, Pd G + (P (2.10)
and an individual-specific deviation from that mean
Aij = Z akXjk ik + jPU + (2.11)
k
There are two features in (2.10) that will be relevant for estimation. First, utility from
neighborhood quality only depends on the quality of that neighborhood alone.20 This
implies that using exogenous attributes of nearby neighborhoods as instruments will
satisfy the exclusion restriction. Second, the omitted variable (() enters the mean
utility (6) linearly. This allows the estimation of (2.10) using linear instrumental
variable techniques (Berry and Pakes, 2007).
The first two terms in (2.11) are the interaction between consumer tastes and
neighborhood characteristics that determine substitution patterns in discrete choice
models (McFadden et al., 1977; Hausman and Wise, 1978; BLP, 1995). As hetero-
geneity (a) in the unobserved tastes for observed product characteristics increases,
neighborhoods that are similar (in characteristics space) become better substitutes.
A potential weakness of the specification is that equation (2.7) has no income.
The lack of income data is not particularly helpful for models of residential location
choices. In ongoing work, I explore the possibility of proxying for the income of buyers
using the income distribution of the entire population.
To return to the model of individual utility, market-level aggregate consumer
behavior is obtained by aggregating the choices implied by the individual utility model
over the distribution of consumer attributes. Let Fp~ be the population distribution
function of individual-level attributes for group G. The fraction of households of group
G that choose neighborhood j (aggregate demand) is obtained by integrating over the
set of individual attributes that imply a preference for neighborhood j. Let the group
G share for neighborhood j be
s(G C, ; xG, pCG, FG ) = ( G; G,PG) FG(dP) ), (2.12)
where
A(6G G PG) = iG:U U > U , j' E J) (2.13)
and 0 = {,3 7G, }.
Following the literature, I assume that the idiosyncratic errors, the c, have an
independently and identically distributed Type I extreme value distribution. This
assumption yields the Logit form for the model's choice probabilities. Letting yi
denote the choice of buyer i of group G,
20This excludes utility specifications, for example, where buyers have higher utility if their neigh-
borhood is better than adjacent neighborhoods.
exp( + E CkX ' ViZk + U P Ip)
Pr(y = J G ~,G, G pG) k (2.14)i 1 + Eexp( ~ + E qk ik + r Pjl~9 )
j, k
Note that the omitted variable (a), enters the mean utility term (6), linearly but it
enters demand non-linearly. This complicates the use of standard non-linear instru-
mental variables method to address omitted variable bias. To address the problem of
non-linear omitted variables (i), Berry (1994) shows that we can invert the market
share function to recover the choice specific constant (6). Since the choice specific
constant is a linear function of quality, once we have recovered 6, we can use stan-
dard instrumental variables methods to estimate the mean utility equation (2.10) by
finding instruments for endogenous neighborhood attributes that are orthogonal to
quality () .
2.6 Estimation
Using the model of individual utility above, I recover the taste parameters, ({G, dG, a}
by matching aggregate moments predicted from the model to sample moments using
the Method of Simulated Moments (MSM).
2.6.1 Method of Simulated Moments
The following moment condition is assumed to hold at the true parameter value,
00 E R':
E[g(Oo)] E[ (0)j Z] = 0 (2.15)
where g(e) E RI with 1 p is a vector of moment functions that specifies that the
(structural) error, 6, is uncorrelated with the instruments, denoted by an JxL matrix,
Z. To form the moments, we first need to recover G.
For each ethnic group G, I first guess values for OG which I use to calculate
the share function using equations (2.12) and (2.14). I use the contraction mapping
provided in Berry (1994) to find the value of 6G that makes the observed ethnic
shares, s G , equal to the predicted shares defined in equation (2.12). Notice that the
integral in the share function, no longer has a closed form solution. I simulate the
integral by drawing R=10,000 i's independently for each group G and calculating
the Logit form in equation (2.14),which is then aggregated out to obtain the market
level shares.. After recovering the mean utility, 5G, by inverting the ethnic share
function, I calculate CG using equation (2.10) and the estimated prices. Now that we
have an estimate of the (structural) error, CG,we are ready to form the moments.
I stack the moments for the estimation of each ethnic group and define 0 = { f,
M
, 91 }. The simulated moments are
J J
Si(O) = zi(o) (2.16)
j=1 j=1
J
An MSM estimator, 9, minimizes a weighted quadratic form in > g, (0) :
o=amin (J ^ (0) (2.17)
where %j is an LxL positive, semi-definite weighting matrix. Assume %j Z Qo,an
LxL positive definite matrix. Define the LxP matrix Go = E[Vo,g(00)]. Under some
mild regularity conditions, Pakes and Pollard (1989) and McFadden (1989) show that:
VJ ( - 8) N(0, (1 + R-') *Ao'BAo') (2.18)
where R is the number of simulations, Ao - G ' 0oGo, Bo = G'Oo A lO Go and Ao =
E b (6o) g (0o)'] = Var [g ( o0)] . If a consistent estimate of Ao1 is used as the weighting
matrix, the MSM estimator, 8, is asymptotically efficient, with its asymptotic variance
being Avar (0) = (1 + R - 1) * (G A-1Go ) -1 /J.
To account for the error from using estimated prices instead of actual prices, I
follow the discussion in Newey (1984) on sequential estimators and method of mo-
ments. We can think of the exercise above in the context of GMM where there are 2
moments and parameters are estimated sequentially. First, we estimate prices with
parameters 7r and 7 (the first moments are g (-r, 7)). Then, using these parameters
as inputs, the second moments are just the standard BLP moments, g2 (0, 'r, Y). To
calculate the standard errors, I stack the BLP moments and the moments from the
estimation of prices and calculate standard errors using equation (2.18).
2.6.2 Instruments
In this section, I discuss the instruments for ethnic proportions and price. Note that
the exclusion restriction holds by definition for most of the instruments discussed
below because utility from neighborhood j only depends on the characteristics of
neighborhood j that are in the utility function.
Ethnic proportions
I instrument for ethnic proportions using attributes of nearby neighborhoods as
well as historical settlement data. I use the sum of the exogenous characteristics of
rival products (in my case, I use attributes of neighborhoods in 1-3km rings, 3-5km
rings and 5-7km rings). The attributes include average number of rooms, average age
of building, school quality and average distance to the closest subway station. I chose
1km as the cutoff because the neighborhoods would be far enough to avoid spatial
correlation with own neighborhood. I chose 2km widths so that all neighborhoods
would have at least one nearby neighborhood within the ring.21 The idea of using
attributes of nearby neighborhoods is that Chinese, Malays and Indians have different
preferences for neighborhood attributes, perhaps due to demographics such as fam-
ily sizes. Forty-three percent of Malay households have 5 or more family members
while only 24% and 26% of Chinese and Indian households have such large families
(HDB, 2000). The thought experiment involves 2 similar neighborhoods where one
is surrounded by neighborhoods with many big units and the other is surrounded
by neighborhoods with few big units. Malay households would tend to sort into the
neighborhood surrounded by neighborhoods with few big units since many of these
large Malay households will prefer big units.
In addition to using attributes of nearby neighborhoods to instrument for ethnic
proportions, I also use a dummy variable on whether units are to the east of the early
Malay settlement. The idea is that exogenous assignment of Malay settlements to the
east of the Singapore River imply that subsequent Malay neighborhoods were more
likely to develop on the east side of the Singapore River.
Group-specific prices
I instrument for group-specific prices using exogenous characteristics of nearby
neighborhoods and estimated quotas. Specifically, I follow BLP (1995) and use the
sum of the exogenous characteristics of rival neighborhoods. Attributes of nearby
neighborhoods are valid instruments for prices if markets are competitive.
While attributes of nearby neighborhoods could instrument for common prices, it
is hard to think of them as good instruments for group-specific prices. One would
expect ethnic quotas to be highly correlated with group-specific prices (Chinese prices
210ne neighborhood, Changi Village, is located at the Eastern tip of Singapore. There are no
neighborhoods within 1-3km of Changi Village. I assign values of the instruments to be zero for
Changi Village.
are high when the Chinese quota binds). However, actual quotas are not valid in-
struments because they are positively correlated with the structural error term, :
in equation (2.10). Therefore, I use estimated quotas where the quotas are estimated
using only exogenous variables. This ensures that variation from the estimated quotas
only derives from exogenous variation in neighborhood characteristics.
To estimate quotas, I exploit the step function in the policy rule. First, I estimate
the block (neighborhood) level ethnic proportions using own block (neighborhood)
characteristics and nearby neighborhood characteristics. Then, I assign the estimated
block (neighborhood) quotas to be 1 if the estimated block (neighborhood) ethnic
proportions are above the block (neighborhood) level quotas and 0 otherwise. The
estimation equation for block and neighborhood proportions are
pctGbj = 7o + Xb ' + 2EastJ + ZJ3 + ubj (2.19)
pctGj = Po+ X Pi + P2Eastj + ZpA3 + vj (2.20)
where G=(C)hinese, (M)alays and (I)ndians, b indexes blocks and j indexes neighbor-
hoods. The variable, pctG is the percent of residents from group G, Xe, is the set of
exogenous observed characteristics, East is a dummy for whether the neighborhood
is to the east of the early Malay settlements, Z is the set of exogenous characteristics
of nearby neighborhoods.
Constructing instruments using this step function is akin to the regression dis-
continuity identification strategy. Quotas affect prices according to the step function
(above the upper bound, prices differ across groups). The instruments, Xe" , Z and
East, could affect prices but the effect is not discontinuous at the upper bound.
Therefore, even though the quotas were estimated by projecting neighborhood pro-
portions onto the space of Xex, Z and East, the estimated quotas should still have
power to predict group prices. To test this, I estimate the following equations
QG, = xQG + v3  (2.21)
QGj = o + XxA1 + 0Eastj + Z3 + 4QGj + w3  (2.22)
That is, I regress the actual quota status for Chinese, Malay and Indian quotas (QG)
on the estimated quota status (QGj). For example, QCj is the percent of blocks in
neighborhood j where the Chinese quota is binding in a month.22 Also, I regress actual
22This is a percentage instead of a dummy because there are block and neighborhood quotas. This
number is 1 when the neighborhood quota binds in a month (all blocks are constrained) and less
than 1 when some blocks are hitting the block quota. For the dependent variable, I use data from
quotas on the estimated quotas,controlling for the full set of exogenous variables. If
quotas have power above and beyond the exogenous characteristics used to estimate
them, then, the coefficient, 4, should be significant. This regression is akin to the
first stage of an instrumental variables regression except the dependent variable is
not group-specific prices (what the quotas instrument for) because I do not observe
group-specific prices.
2.7 Results
Table 2.6 reports results from regressions of actual quotas on estimated quotas. The
first 3 columns do not control for other exogenous instruments that I used to predict
ethnic proportions. The coefficients on the estimated quotas are all positive and
significant. After controlling for exogenous instruments (columns 4-6), Chinese and
Malay estimated quotas remain significant but Indian quotas are negative and not
significant. This could be because the discontinuity from the Indian quotas essentially
disappears after controlling for fixed effects and unit characteristics as shown in the
regression discontinuity results (the last column in Table 2.4). The idea of using
estimated quotas to instrument for prices relies on the step function of the quotas.
Since the step function from the Indian quotas disappears after adding controls, it is
not surprising that the coefficient on the estimated Indian quota is insignificant after
adding controls.
Table 2.7 reports results from estimating a Logit model with OLS (columns 1-3)
and IV (columns 4-6) where the dependent variables are the log of the ethnic shares,
ln( m) subtracted by the log of the ethnic share for the outside good, In (s0G) and
G indexes for the (C)hinese, the (M)alays and the (I)ndians. I use estimated group-
specific prices in this regression. Most of the coefficients are of the right sign in OLS
but this does not mean estimates are not biased due to omitted variables.
Table 2.8 reports results from estimating the random coefficients model using
group-specific prices for 170 neighborhoods. The top panel reports results on the
mean of the taste parameters, / and E and the bottom panel reports results on the
heterogeneity term, o. The first column refers to estimates that are restricted to
be common across groups and the next three columns are preference parameters for
Chinese, Malays and Indians.
Interpreting the magnitudes of the taste parameters, living in a neighborhood
where the average building is 10 years older is as bad as living 2.3 km further away
March 2005, the earliest month in my dataset that is relevant for this group of movers.
from the subway station. These parameters are significant at the 1% and 5% level
respectively. On average, households prefer the outside good (not moving) since the
marginal utility of the constant term is significantly negative. There is substantial
heterogeneity in the taste for rooms. The coefficient on price enters negatively but
it is not significant. Most coefficients enter with the right sign except the marginal
utility for rooms which is negative and significant.
All groups want to live with at least some members of their own group. The
Chinese and Indians have ingroup preferences that are inverted U-shaped such that
in neighborhoods where there are enough members of their ingroup, Chinese and
Indians prefer neighbors from other groups, on the margin (the parameters are signif-
icantly positive forpercent Ingroup but significantly negative forpercent Ingroup2).
The estimated marginal utilities for Malays are positive for both terms, albeit not
significant.
Using the estimates on marginal utilities from Table 2.8, I calculate the marginal
rates of substitution (MRS) between percent Ingroup and distance to the subway
station as well as the MRS between percent Ingroup and the average age of a building
(where older is considered worse). Because of the quadratic term on percent Ingroup,
the MRS changes when the ethnic proportions in a neighborhood change. The MRS
is calculated as the marginal utility for a neighborhood with a 1 standard deviation
increase in the percent of ingroup members divided by the marginal utility for a
neighborhood that is 1km closer to the closest subway station.2 3 I calculate the MRS
with respect to age of buildings in a similar way.
Figure 2.3 plots the MRS with respect to the distance to the subway station
as a function of the neighborhood ethnic proportion. Each point on the line is an
MRS. The plots show that Chinese and Indian ingroup preferences are inverted U-
shaped because the marginal utilities for ingroup neighbors are positive below 43%
Chinese and 8% Indians respectively but are negative for neighborhoods with a higher
concentration of ingroup members.
Table 2.9 shows the MRS's evaluated at neighborhoods with the mean, the 10th
percentile, and the 90th percentile of ethnic proportions. The MRS for the Indians
(the 2nd and 3rd panels in the last column) suggests that Indians have ingroup
preferences that are inverted U-shaped. The average Indian household living in a
23Since distance to subway and age of building are bad characteristics, I used the negative of their
marginal utilities in the MRS calculation so that a positive MRS reflects ingroup preferences and a
negative MRS reflects outgroup preferences for the marginal neighbor. For example, the MRS with
respect to distance to the subway is calculated as tChiese)
0ubway
neighborhood with 5% Indians (the 10th percentile) is willing to substitute to a
neighborhood that is 2.56km further from the closest subway station in exchange
for a neighborhood with a 1 standard deviation (3%) increase in the proportion of
Indians. This distance is relatively far considering the average household reported
that the maximum acceptable walking distance to a subway station is 0.53km (HDB,
2000).24 On the contrary, the average Indian household living in a neighborhood with
8% Indians (the mean) is willing to substitute to a neighborhood that is 0.21km closer
to the subway station for the same 1 standard deviation increase in the percent of
ingroup neighbors.
Although the Chinese have ingroup preferences that are inverted U-shaped as
shown in Figure 2.3, the MRS's in Table 2.9 for the Chinese (the first column) are all
negative. This is because the estimates suggests that the Chinese have strong ingroup
preferences for at least 43% of Chinese but once a neighborhood has more than 43%
Chinese, the average Chinese household desires a neighbor from the outgroups. Since
all neighborhoods in my sample have more than 43% Chinese (the minimum is 61%),
the MRS for the Chinese evaluated at all neighborhoods in the sample are negative.
The Malays who live in a neighborhood with an average percent of Malays (13%),
are willing to substitute to a neighborhood that is 2.1km further away from subway
stations to live in a neighborhood with a 1 standard deviation (7%) increase in the
percent of Malay neighbors, although the estimates for the Malays are not significant.
The finding that Chinese exhibit positive outgroup preferences at the margin is
suggestive evidence against ethnic discrimination. The concern with ethnic discrim-
ination is that Malay enclaves may form even when Malays have no ingroup prefer-
ences, simply because the Chinese are discriminating against Malays and forcing them
into Malay enclaves. This could mean that my estimate of Malay ingroup preferences
is an overestimate. However, to the extent that the Chinese are discriminating against
outgroups, the Chinese should have strong negative outgroup preferences, which is
not what I find.
24 This is based on a survey conducted by the HDB to study the profile of public housing residents
in Singapore. The distance is calculated by the surveyors in HDB based on a rate of conversion of 10
minutes to 500m of walking distance. There are 2 types of subway stations; the Mass Rapid Transit
(MRT) is the primary subway while the Light Rapid Transit (LRT) is relatively new and limited.
The number given above refers to the distance to an MRT station.
2.8 Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, I build and estimate a discrete choice model of residential location
choices by combining policy variation akin to a regression discontinuity framework
with a structural demand estimation framework, motivated by the ethnic housing
quotas in Singapore. I exploit the step function in the quota rule as well as within
neighborhood, across group variation in prices to identify ethnic preferences from
correlated tastes for ethnic neighborhood quality.
I find that all groups have strong preferences to live with at least some other mem-
bers of their ethnic group. However, the Chinese and the Indians exhibit preferences
that are inverted U-shaped so that after a neighborhood reaches 43% Chinese and
8% Indians respectively, they would rather add a new neighbor from the other group.
In ongoing work, I explore the possibilities of combining hedonic methods and
regression discontinuity to estimate ethnic preferences as well as to compare esti-
mates from the hedonic method and the discrete choice method. Future work will
also include the use of estimates on ethnic preferences in this paper to simulate coun-
terfactuals and estimate deadweight losses from integration policies that will need to
be weighed against social benefits of integration. The challenge in performing such
welfare calculations is that sorting models typically have multiple equilibria. Find-
ings from this type of simulation can inform the relative deadweight losses and the
distributional implications of various integration policies.
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Table 2.1: Neighborhood and Block Level Quotas Relative to National Ethnic Proportions
Neighborhood Quotas Block Quotas National Proportion (2000)
Chinese 84% 87% 77%
Malay 22% 25% 14%
Indian 10% 13% 8%
Source: 2000 Census (Singstat), Lum and Tan (2003)
Table 2.2: The Relationship between Qotas, Buyer Ethnicity, Seller Ethnicity, and Prices
Binding Quota Buyer Ethnicity Seller Ethnicity Status Group-Specific Prices
Chinese Chinese Chinese Allowed High Chinese Prices
Non-Chinese Non-Chinese Allowed
Non-Chinese Chinese Allowed
Chinese Non-Chinese Not Allowed
Malay Malay Malay Allowed High Malay Prices
Non-Malay Non-Malay Allowed
Non-Malay Malay Allowed
Malay Non-Malay Not Allowed
Indian Indian Indian Allowed High Indian Prices
Non-Indian Non-Indian Allowed
Non-Indian Indian Allowed
Indian Non-indian Not Allowed
Notes: The ink between group-specific prices and quotas is premised on two correlations: (i) Chinese prices are high
when the Chinese neighborhood quality is high; (ii) Chinese quotas are more likely to bind in neighborhoods with high
Chinese quality because these neighborhoods attract relatively more Chinese. These two correlations imply that Chinese
prices are likely to be positively correlated with Chinese quotas. In addition, if we assume the Chinese, Malay and Indian
quality are not perfectly correlated, then, the prices that Chinese buyers are willing -to-pay would be higher than Malay and
Indian prices in Chinese-constrained neighborhoods, and lower than Malay and Indian prices in Malay- and Indian-
constrained neighborhoods.
Table 2.3: Summary Statistics
Variable N Mean Std. Dev. Description
Chinese Share 170 0.09% 0.11% Percent of Chinese in a market who chose a neighborhood
Malay Share 170 0.13% 0.14% Percent of Malays in a market who chose a neighborhood
Indian Share 170 0.30% 0.31% Percent of Indians in a market who chose a neighborhood
Price 170 239,888 50,769 Average transaction price in a neighborhood (Singapore dollars)
Chinese Neighborhood Quota 170 0.08 0.25 Percent of months Chinese neighborhood quota binds
Malay Neighborhood Quota 170 0.05 0.19 Percent of months Malay neighborhood quota binds
Indian Neighborhood Quota 170 0.17 0.33 Percent of months Indian neighborhood quota binds
Chinese Block Quota 170 0.10 0.18 Percent of months and blocks Chinese block quota binds
Malay Block Quota 170 0.05 0.12 Percent of months and blocks Malay block quota binds
Indian Block Quota 170 0.09 0.15 Percent of months and blocks Indian block quota binds
Chinese Quota 170 0.18 0.29 Percent of months and blocks any Chinese quota binds
Malay Quota 170 0.11 0.23 Percent of months and blocks any Malay quota binds
Indian Quota 170 0.25 0.35 Percent of months and blocks any Indian quota binds
Percent Chinese 170 79% 7% Percent of Chinese in a neighborhood
Percent Malay 170 13% 7% Percent of Malays in a neighborhood
Percent Indian 170 8% 3% Percent of Indians in a neighborhood
School Quality 170 3.15 4.21 Total number of awards received by schools in a neighborhood
Subway 170 0.80 0.55 Distance to the closest subway station
Rooms 170 4.12 0.63 Number of rooms in an average flat in the neighborhood
Age 170 19.22 7.11 Average age of HDB blocks in the neighborhood
Note: School quality is measured as the total number of awards given to primary, secondary schools and tertiary
institutions by the Singapore Ministry of Education.
Table 2.4: Regression Discontinuity Results on Average Prices
Dependent variables
Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price Ln Price




























































































































































Standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%
Note: The first 5 columns are restricted to be 10% above and below the Chinese quota, the next 5 columns, correspond to the Malay quota, and the last 5 columns correspond to the
Indian quota. Columns 1-4, 6-9, 11-14 include results from regressions with a quota dummy and polynomials (up to 4 th order) of the block level ethnic proportions. Columns 5, 10 and









Table 25: Regression Discontinuity Results on Estimated Group-Specific Prices
Dependent variables
Chinese Quota
Chinese Quota * Indian Quota
Chinese Quota * Malay Buyer
Chinese Quota * Indian Buyer
Chinese Quota * Indian Quota * Malay Buyer
Malay Quota
Malay Quota * Indian Quota
Malay Quota * Indian Buyer
Malay Quota * Chinese Buyer
Malay Quota * Indian Quota * Chinese Buyer
Indian Quota
Indian Quota * Chinese Quota
Indian Quota * Malay Quota
Indian Quota * Chinese Buyer
Indian Quota * Malay Buyer
Indian Quota * Chinese Quota * Malay Buyer


































































Standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; "* siglificant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Note: Each column is a regression restricted to 10% above and below the Chinese, Malay and Indian quotas. Controls include
average age of building, its squared, number of 1-room flats, 2oom flats etc. The omitted group is the Chinese buyer (column 1),
the Malay buyer (column 2) and the Indian buyer (column 3).
Table 2.6: Regression of Actual Quota Status on Estimated Quota Status
Dependent variables
Actual Chinese Actual Malay Actual Indian Actual Chinese Actual Malay Actual Indian
Quota Quota Quota Quota Quota Quota








Standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Note: Results in columns 1-3 do not include other controls that will be in the full model, columns 4-6 control for own attributes and
the instruments. The instruments are the sum of school awards, the distance to the closest subway station, the average age of
buildings, theaverage number of rooms for nearby neighborhoods within 1 -3km, 3-5km and within 5-7km, as well as a dummy for





































Table 2.7: Logit and IV Logit
Dependent variables
Ln Chinese Ln Malay Ln Indian -n Chinese Ln Malay Ln Indian
Share Share Share Share Share Share
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
School Quality 0.12*** 0.09*** 0.11*** 0.12*** 0.09*** 0.10***
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03)
Distance to Subway -0.42** -0.14 -0.39** -0.42** -0.09 -0.36*
(0.19) (0.16) (0.18) (0.21) (0.20) (0.22)
Average No. of Rooms -0.08*** -0.05*** -0.08*** -0.09*** -0.05** -0.04
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03)
Average Age of Buildings -0.09 -0.26 -0.24 -0.77 -0.85* -0.01
(0.30) (0.24) (0.27) (0.48) (0.46) (0.40)
Percent Ingroup 76.90*** 17.54*** 22.68** 97.32* 26.87** 28.34(24.81) (5.05) (9.25) (52.71) (12.25) (22.75)
Percent Ingroup 2  
-51.40*** 
-34.78** 
-86.67** -67.61** -59.27 -230.05**(15.77) (17.14) (40.13) (34.09) (39.15) (107.16)
Price 
-11.72*** -4.68** -6.63*** -0.76 5.71 -1.14(2.85) (2.14) (2.42) (6.64) (7.06) (4.75)
Constant 
-27.58*** -2.29* -0.89 -33.35* -3.13** -3.43*
(9.73) (1.16) (1.33) (20.15) (1.50) (1.94)
Obs 170 170 170 170 170 170
R-squared 0.37 0.38 0.27 0.29 0.29 -0.06
Standard errors in parentheses
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Notes: The dependent variable is the log of the Chinese share for neighborhood j subtracted by the log of the Chinese share for
the outside good (columns land 4). I define the dependent variables for the other columns in a similar manner. The instruments
are the sum of school awards, the distance to the closest subway station, theaverage age of buildings, theaverage number of
rooms for nearby neighborhoods within 1-3km, 3-5km and within 5-7km, a dummy for beingi n the east of the early Malay
settlements as well as the estimated quotas.
Table 2.8: Random Coefficients Logit
Common Taste Chinese Taste Malay Taste Indian Taste
Parameters Parameters Parameters Parameters
Variables Units (1) (2) (3) (4)
Means ( B. a
Constant -5.69***
(1.70)
School Quality .1 awards 1.46***
(0.15)
Distance to Subway 1 km -0.24**
(0.13)
Average No. of Rooms 0.1 rooms -6.77***
(2.34)
Average Age of Buildings 0.01 years -5.63***
(1.43)
Percent Ingroup 4.83** 4.00 5.64**
(2.70) (7.85) (1.46)











Standard errors in parentheses adjusted for sequential estimators,
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
using Newey (1984)
Notes: Variables are scaled so that the mean is between 0 and 1. The units are in the table. For example, the coefficient on
School Quality implies that an increase in 10 awards is associated with an increase of 1.46 utils. For the variable Percent Ingroup,
percent Chinese, percent Chinese and percent Malay are not scaled; percent Malay 2 and percent Indian are multiplied by 10;
percent Indian is muliplied by 100. The instruments are the sum of school awards, the distance to the closest subway station,
the average age of buildings, the average number of rooms for nearby neighborhoods within 1-3km, 3-5km and within 5-7km, a
dummy for being in the east of the early Malay settlements as well as the estimated quotas.
Table 29: MRS Evaluated at Various Ethn ic Proportions in the Sample
Chinese Malays Indians
(1) (2) (3)
Relevant statistics for ethnic proportions
Mean of Percent Ingroup 79% 13% 8%
10th percentile of Percent Ingroup 70% 5% 5%
90th percentile of Percent Ingroup 88% 22% 12%
Standard Deviation of Percent Ingroup 7% 7% 3%
MRS relative to distance to subway (km)
MRS at mean of Percent Ingroup -1.18 2.09 -0.21
MRS at 10th percentile of Percent Ingroup -0.88 1.54 2.56
MRS at 90th percentile of Percent Ingroup -1.48 2.72 -3.90
MRS relative to age of building (years)
MRS at mean of Percent Ingroup -4.95 8.76 -0.86
MRS at 10th percentile of Percent Ingroup -3.70 6.43 10.73
MRS at 90th percentile of Percent Ingroup -6.20 11.38 -16.32
Note: This table shows calculations of the MRS evaluated at different ethnic proportions. The top panel shows the relevant
statistics for the ethnic proportions. The second panel represents the MRS relative to the distance to the subway station and the
third panel represents the MRS relative to the average age of the building. Since ingroup preferences arequadratic in percent
ingroup, the marginal utilities vary with the percent of ingroup s in the neighborhood Each number in the 2 and 3" panel
represents the marginal rate of substitution evaluated at neighborhoods with the mean, the10 th percentile, and the 90t percentile
of Percent Ingroup. The MRS is calculated as the estimated marginal utility to live in a neighborhood with a one standard
deyiation increase in percent ingroup divided by the (negative of the) marginal utility for distance to the closest subway station
(2 panel) as well as the (negative of the) marginal utility for the average building age (3 panel). Since distance to the subway
and building age are both bad attributes, I use the negative of their marginal utilities in the denorinators so that a positive MRS
reflects ingroup preferences and a negative MRS reflects outgroup preferences. Although the MRS's for the Chinese are negative
for all values of percent Chinese calculated for this table, Chinese do have positive MRS's when the percent of Chinese in a
neighborhood is less than 43% (see Figure 2.3). However, all neighborhoods in the sample have more than 43% Chinese, which
is why the MRS shown here for the Chinese are all negative.
Figure 2.1a: Map of EthnicSettlements in Early 19th Century Singapore
Source: Crawford (1828)
Notes: The Malay settlements ("Arab Kampong" and "Bugis Kampong") are in the south east comer
of the map, just east of the European Town. The Chinese and Indian areas are to the west of the
Singapore River.































Source: Virtual Map Online Street Directory
Note: This is a map of 170 neighborhoods comprising unconstrained neighborhoods, Chinese-, Malay-and Indian-



















Figure 2.2: Average Transaction Prices above and below Chinese, Malay and Indian Quotas
Percent of Chinese in a block
Malay quota binds P/
Percent of Malays in a block
. 4
Indian quota binds a
0 9
APercent of Indians in a block
Notes: Each panel in this figure is constructed using the following procedure for observations within 10% of
the ethnic quotas (i) regress the log of average transaction prices on the corresponding running variable (to
a 4th order polynomial) and a dummy that is one when the corresponding block quota is binding; (ii) plot the
predicted prices above and below the quota separately (iii) plot means of In(price) for each 1% bin. I repeat








Figure 2.3: MRS between Percent Ingroup and Distance to the Subway Station for the Chinese,




0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 . 0.8 0.9 1
Percent of Chinese in a neighborhood
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Percent of Malays in a ndghborhood
0.1 0.2 . 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Percent of Indians in a neighborhood
Note: Each point on the line represents the ratio of the estimated marginal utility to live in a neighborhood with a one standard
deviation increase in Percent Ingroup divided by the marginal utility for distance to the closest subway station. Since ingroup
preferences are quadratic in Percent Ingroup, the marginal utility varies with the percent of ingroup in the neighborhood (x-axis).
The plot shows that in neighborhoods with less than 43% Chinese and 8% Indians respectively, the Chinese and Indians have a
preference for a marginal neighbor who is Chinese. Above 43%, Chinese have a preference for a marginal neighbor who is from
the outgroup. The minimums and maximums of the ethnic proportions in the sample are 61% and 98% for the Chinese; 0.6% and
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Data Appendix
In this section, I describe some variables in more detail and list the corresponding data
sources.
Choice data
I match the postal codes of individuals in the 2005 and the 2006 phonebook. Movers
have to update their contact information within a month of moving. Households can request
for phone and address records to be unlisted at a charge of $20 per annum plus a one-time
administrative fee of $20. The phone company updates the data every year on April 1st. For
my dataset, I assume movers moved between April 2005 and March 2006 and they changed
their phone records immediately after they move.
Neighborhoods
I use six-digit postal codes to define neighborhoods. Blocks that are within the same
sector (defined by the first 2 digits of the postal code) and whose 3 digit block numbers
share the same first digit are assigned to the same neighborhood.
School quality
I obtain data on awards given to primary, secondary schools and tertiary institutions
from the Singapore Ministry of Education website. The school quality is defined as the total
number of awards received from all schools and tertiary institutions in a neighborhood.
Access to subway
For each neighborhood, I calculate the distance (in kilometers) from the midpoint of the
neighborhood to the closest Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) or Light Rapid Transit (LRT) station
using latitude and longitude data obtained from a popular local online street directory,
http://www.streetdirectory.com/.
Age
This is obtained from the resale transactions data on the HDB website. Since all blocks
in the resale market were sold at some point in my dataset, I observe the age of each HDB
block. I use the average age of HDB blocks in a neighborhood.
Rooms
I purchased this data from the HDB. For each HDB block, I have the number of type 1
flats, type 2 flats etc. There are 8 types of HDB flats comprising 1-room to 5-room flats,
executive flats, HUDC and multi-generational flats. 1-room flats are studios, 2-room flats are
1 bedroom flats and so on. Executive flats, HUDC and multi-generational flats are defined
as 6-room flats in my dataset.
Quotas
I collected monthly data on the ethnic quotas from the public HDB website, beginning
March 2005. These are dummy variables for whether a block was constrained. If all blocks
were constrained in a neighborhood, I say the neighborhood quota is binding.
Chapter 3
The Welfare Consequences of
Ethnic Housing Quotas in
Singapore
3.1 Introduction
Quotas are a major policy tool to encourage integration across groups of individuals,
whether the groups be gender, ethnicities or nationalities. These quotas vary from
affirmative action quotas in Malaysian universities, to hiring quotas in the US police
force, quotas on immigrants and the ethnic housing quotas in Singapore. Economists
know very little about the welfare consequences of these quotas partly because we
lack information on how much individuals prefer to be with own types. In this paper,
I use findings from Chapter 2 to answer 2 questions: What does the first best look
like in the Singapore housing market? Do the ethnic housing quotas in Singapore get
us closer to the first best?
Externalities provide economic rationale for public policies such as quotas, but
extermalities also complicate welfare analysis. An individual's decision on where
to locate affects ethnic distributions, in aggregate. Assuming households care about
ethnicities of their neighbors, individual location choices can affect the utility of neigh-
bors. Housing prices do not internalize these externalities and externalities suggest
that the decentralized equilibrium may not be optimal. Therefore, standard welfare
analysis using prices and market valuation only is not sufficient. We need to know
the shapes of preferences for neighbors' ethnicities to determine what is first best.
Can quotas achieve the first best? Schelling (1971) conjectured that ethnic housing
quotas could be a useful policy tool in cases with multiple equilibria where there are
both segregated and also mixed equilibria. Suppose the market started in a segregated
equilibrium, such as Singapore did in 1989, and a mixed equilibrium exists, then
the idea is that ethnic housing quotas could actually move the equilibrium from a
segregated one to the desired mix equilibrium. This paper investigates this conjecture.
What does the first best look like? I find that the first best has fewer Chinese- and
Indian-segregated neighborhoods but more Malay-segregated neighborhoods. Com-
paring data from 3 segregated towns before the quota, I find that after 10 years since
the introduction of the quota, the decentralized equilibrium had moved the Malay
and Indian proportions significantly closer (within 5%) to first best.
3.2 Theoretical framework
The social planner's problem is to find the allocation of ethnicities into neighborhoods
that will maximize a utilitarian social welfare function. Individual i's utility from
living in neighborhood j is:
U = + (3.1)
6  = X e G + (3.2)
k
where G represents (C)hinese, (M)alay and (I)ndian, X'_ is a 1xk matrix of observed
neighborhood characteristics, V is the unobserved ethnic-specific neighborhood qual-
ity (ethnic amenities, for example), vk and 6E are the idiosyncratic taste shocks for
characteristic k and neighborhood j respectively, 6 and a are the parameters of the
taste distribution (mean and standard deviation). U is a combination of group
G's mean utility for neighborhood j, 6, and the individual-specific deviation from
the mean, j . The observed characteristics include a constant, percent of ingroup,
(percent of ingroup)2 , school quality, number of rooms, distance to the closest sub-
way station, and age of buildings.
The social planner is assigning individuals into neighborhoods. Let j (i) represent
the assignment function where j (i) = j' means that individual i is assigned to neigh-
borhood j'. Using this notation, individual i's utility is defined as Ui - Uij(i) and
U4 = Uij if j (i) = j'. 2 The social planner's problem is to choose the assignment of
individuals that maximizes a utilitarian social welfare function.
'The details of the policy are described in Chapters 1 and 2.
2The definition Ui -- Uij(i)departs from the decentralized equilibrium where the individual
chooses the neighborhood that maximizes his utility, Ui = max Uij.3
max E UG = max UG(i) (percent ingroup) (3.4)
)}1G=C,M,I i )} G=C,M,I i
The key is that assignment of ethnicities into neighborhoods changes the aggre-
gate ethnic distribution in neighborhoods, percent ingroup, which affects everyone's
utility, not just the individual making the decision. In a decentralized equilibrium,
individuals choose the neighborhood that maximizes his own utility, without inter-
nalizing the effect of his choice on percent ingroup, which affects the utility of his
neighbors. The social planner, by contrast, may assign an individual to a neighbor-
hood that is suboptimal for him, but optimal for his neighbors.
There are two key factors that determine what the first best ethnic distribution
looks like. First, the relative sizes of the ethnic groups. The Chinese are the majority
(77%) and Malays and Indians are the minority (14% and 9%). Because the Malays
are such a small minority, it is not possible to have all neighborhoods be 100% Malays
even if this was preferred by Malays.
Secondly, the shapes of the preferences of each ethnic group will also determine
what the first best looks like. Table 3.1 reports estimated taste parameters from
Chapter 2.3 The relevant marginal utilities for the average Chinese, Malay and Indian
are:
a6c
= 4.83 - 11.16 *(percent Chinese) (3.5)
a (percent Chinese)
0 5M
= 4 + 23.4 *(percent Malay) (3.6)
0 (percent Malay)
86'
= 56.4 - 724 * (percent Indian) (3.7)
a (percent Indian)
On average, all ethnic groups want neighbors from their own group (the first term in
the marginal utility), but the average Chinese and the average Indian do not want
too many of their own group. Once a neighborhood reaches 43% Chinese and 8%
Indian, respectively, the average Chinese and Indian prefers a neighbor from other
ethnicities. The average Indian has the strongest preference for diversity because he
3In Chapter 2, note that (percent Malay )2, percent Indian, (percent Indian)2 are multiplied by
10, 10 and 100 respectively so that all variables in the preference estimation simulations were scaled
to be between 0 and 1. I account for this when calculating the marginal utilities using the estimated
taste parameters.
has the steepest indifference curve (for a 1% increase in the percent of Indian, the
average Indian utility changes by the most, compared to a 1% increase in the percent
of Chinese and the percent of Malay).
In a decentralized equilibrium, holding all other characteristics fixed, the average
Malay living in a neighborhood with more than 43% Chinese will choose to move out of
a Chinese neighborhood into a Malay neighborhood because he prefers to live with his
own type. However, this imposes a negative externality on his Chinese neighbors, on
average, because at this point, an increase in percent Chinese, introduces a negative
marginal utility to the average Chinese. The social planner could internalize this
externality by assigning some Malays to live with Chinese.
Relative to the ethnic distribution now, I expect the first best density of percent
Chinese and percent Indian will have more mass on the left (more neighborhoods
with low Chinese and Indian proportions). In particular, the density of percent
Indian will have the most mass on the left since the average Indian has the strongest
preference for diversity. By contrast, the first best density of percent Malay will
have more mass on the right relative to the ethnic distribution now because they
have strong preferences for own group neighbors.
Although the optimal mix for the average Chinese and Indian household are 43%
and 8% respectively, not all neighborhoods will converge towards these percentages
for 2 reasons. First, it is impossible to have all neighborhoods with only 43% Chinese
because Chinese make up 77% of the population. Secondly, there is heterogeneity in
other characteristics, in particular, the ethnic-specific amenities (W).
3.3 Simulation
I use the same data for the 170 neighborhoods, as described in Chapter 2. The idea of
the simulation is to find the ethnic distributions, {percent Chinesej, percent Malayj }J1
that maximize a utilitarian social welfare function, using the following steps:
1. For each market m, find the number of neighborhoods, Jm in that market.
2. Assume each neighborhood has 100 units. Let the population in that market
be Nm = 100 * Jm. The number of Chinese, Malays and Indians are 0.77Nm,
0.14N m and 0.09Nm respectively.
3. Randomly draw Jm Chinese and Malay proportions, {percentChinesej, percent
Malayj}J1 such that the mean Chinese proportion in the market is 77% and
the Chinese and Malay proportions sum to less than 1 for each neighborhood.
4. Assign Chinese, Malays and Indians to live in each neighborhood, where the
number assigned to each neighborhood is determined using the Chinese and
Malay proportions drawn in the previous step. This step determines the func-
tion j (i) for each i.
5. Draw the corresponding idiosyncratic taste shocks for each ethnic group, where
the individual taste for characteristics, Vt, is common across neighborhoods
and the logit error, eG , is neighborhood-specific.
6. Calculate utility, U = Uij(i) where the assignment of individual i to neighbor-
hood j is determined in step 4.
7. Sum the individual utilities to get the social welfare function.
8. Repeat steps 3-7 10,000 times for each market. Determine the ethnic propor-
tions that maximize a utilitarian social welfare function.
3.4 Results
Figure 3.1 plots the density of percent Chinese, percent Malay and percent Indian
now (dashed line) and under first best (solid line). Recall that once they have enough
of their own ethnic groups, the Chinese and Indians start prefering a marginal neigh-
bor from other groups, but the Malays do not. As expected, there are more neighbor-
hoods that have low Chinese and Indian proportions and more neighborhoods with
higher Malay proportions. Currently, there are no neighborhoods with less than 60%
Chinese but in the first best case, there are 25 such neighborhoods. Similarly, there
are currently 91 neighborhoods with fewer than 8% Indians but in the first best case,
there are 113 such neighborhoods. For the Malays, there are 21 more neighborhoods
with more than 33% Malays in the first best case. Figure 3.2 maps the changes in
ethnic proportions. Both the increase (white bubbles) and decrease (black bubbles)
in ethnic proportions relative to the current proportions is uniformly distributed ge-
ographically, except for the Malays. Most of the changes in Malay proportions is
concentrated to the East where the neighborhoods tend to have higher Malay-specific
amenities (JM is high). Table 3.2 shows some percentiles of the current density and
the first best case.
While both Chinese and Indians have inverted U-shaped preferences for own eth-
nic group neighbors, the density for the Chinese has a thin left tail under first best
while the Indian case has significantly more mass on the left. This is partly because
Indians have a stronger preference for diversity (preference effect) and they constitute
a small minority of the population (size effect) so that it is possible to have many
neighborhoods with low Indian proportions. In Figure 3.3, I investigate how much
the difference in group sizes matters by running the simulations assuming all ethnic
groups are of equal size (I remove the size effect and just have the preference effect).
Now, the Chinese and Indian densities have similar shapes. This suggests that the
size effect is significant. With the size effect, since the Chinese are the majority, even
though the average Chinese living in a neighborhood with more than 43% Chinese
prefers a marginal non-Chinese neighbor, there can never be too many mixed neigh-
borhoods. Note that the scale of the y-axes in Figure 3.3 are different. There are 69
neighborhoods with less than 20% Chinese but there are 100 neighborhoods with less
than 20% Indians. This difference reflects the preference effect (Indians have stronger
tastes for diversity. Thus, there are more neighborhoods with low Indian proportions
even after removing the size effect).
While the first best has more diverse neighborhoods, Table 3.3 shows that the first
best also has more neighborhoods that are above the quotas. Under first best, 71%
more neighborhoods would be Chinese-constrained, almost twice as many neighbor-
hoods would be Malay-constrained and 33% more neighborhoods would be Indian-
constrained. Since Malays prefer their own type only, the first best has more neigh-
borhoods with a higher Malay proportion and it is not surprising that more neigh-
borhoods will be Malay-constrained. For the Chinese, to create more diverse neigh-
borhoods means some Chinese have to be moved into other neighborhoods, thus,
increasing the Chinese proportion in those neighborhoods. While we have 25 more
neighborhoods with less than 60% Chinese, this also means 36 more neighborhoods
that would have to be above the Chinese quota.
Do the ethnic housing quotas get the market closer towards first best? Table
3.4 looks at 3 towns where there is data on ethnic proportions before the quota was
implemented in 1989. Redhill was known as a Chinese town, Bedok was a Malay town
and Yishun was an Indian town. Twenty years ago, in 1988, the Malay and Indian
proportions in Bedok and Yishun were almost 4 times the first best levels. Ten years
after the introduction of the quotas, in 1998, the Malay and Indian towns, Bedok
and Yishun, were already within 5% of the first best Malay and Indian proportions.
The quotas seem to be successful at moving the Malay and Indian proportions closer
towards first best but not the Chinese proportions, probably because the Chinese
have preferences for diversity but they are such a majority that it is hard to lower
Chinese neighborhood proportions.
3.5 Conclusion
Quotas are a major policy tool to encourage integration across groups of individu-
als. Externalities provide economic rationale for public policies such as quotas, but
extermalities also complicate the use of prices to do welfare analysis because prices
do not internalize these externalities. This paper uses results on estimated preference
parameters from Chapter 2 to simulate the first best equilibrium and compare it to
the existing equilibrium with the ethnic housing quotas in Singapore.
I find that the first best has fewer Chinese- and Indian-segregated neighborhoods
but more Malay-segregated neighborhoods, consistent with the shapes of preferences
estimated in Chapter 2. Comparing data from 3 segregated towns before the quota, I
find that after 10 years since the introduction of the quota, the decentralized equilib-
rium had moved the Malay and Indian proportions significantly closer to first best.
There are two major caveats to the discussion above. First, the estimation in
Chapter 2 assumes that all ethnic groups share a common taste for characteristics
such as school quality. Second, this welfare exercise assumes that other characteristics,
such as school quality, do not change in response to the change in ethnic proportions.
If Chinese proportions are positively correlated with school quality, creating more di-
verse neighborhoods by lowering Chinese proportions could lower the school quality in
those neighborhoods. If Chinese care more about education than the minorities, this
effect could off-set the Chinese taste for diversity since lowering Chinese proportions
would also lower school quality.
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Table 3.1: Estimated Taste Parameters
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Standard errors in parentheses adjusted for sequential estimators, using Newey (1984)
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%
Notes:Obtained from Table 8 of Chapter 2. Variables are scaled so that the mean is between 0 and 1. The units are in the table. For
example, the coefficient on School Quality implies that an increase in 10 award s is associated with an increase of 1.46 utils. For the
2 2
variable Percent Ingroup, percent Chinese, percent Chinese and percent Malay are not scaled;percent Malay2 andpercent Indian are













Table 3.2: Percentiles of Ethnic Distributions, First Best and Now
10th 25th 75th 90th
percentile percentile Median percentile percentile
Percent Chinese, First Best 36% 73% 85% 93% 97%
Percent Chinese, Now 69% 74% 80% 85% 88%
Percent Malay, First Best 1% 3% 6% 17% 53%
Percent Malay, Now 5% 7% 12% 18% 22%
Percent Indian, First Best 1% 2% 5% 5% 17%
Percent Indian. Now 5% 7% 8% 10% 12%
Table 3.3: Number of Neighborhoods Quota-Constrained, First Best and Now
Chinese Malay Indian
Now 51 17 36
First Best 87 33 48
Table 3.4: Ethnic Proportions of Three Towns, Before and Afterthe Quota, First
Best
Before (1988) After (1998) First Best
Percent Chinese in Redhill 87% 84% 75%
Percent Malay in Bedok 59% 19% 15%
Percent Indian in Yishun 24% 11% 6%
Source: Straits Times 7 January 1989, HDB profile of residents in HDB flats, 1998.
Figure 3.1: Density of Neighborhood Proportions, First Best and Now
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Figure 32: Map of Changes in Neighborhood (First Best - Now)
Changes in Chinese Proportions
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Notes: Each bubble is a neighborhood. A black bubble means the neighborhood proportion in first best is
lower compared to now. A white bubble represents an increase in neighborhood proportion in the first best











Figure 33: Density of Neighborhood Proportions, First Best. Assuming Equal and
Actual Population Sizes for Ethnic Groups
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Notes: Dashed lines represent the first best density without the size effect, assuming the population sizes are
the same for all three ethnic groups (---- ); Solid lines ( - ) represent the first best density with the size
effect, ie. using actual population sizes (from Figure 3.1).
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